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Coalition met with counter protest
Students show mixed
response to rally, sit-in

RE,

‘oy Ai

By Alan Workman

was for HSU tobe an open, trusting
community.

The text of his speech was taken

Vesinillaptiisateapronsed
theprotestersprotestingtheright

from the HSU 1994-95
page 350, under “Rights and Re-

to studentPrivacy.
p

sponsibilities (Student) for a Cam-

Sitting
for the Campus Coalition for Freedom and

pus Community.”
"ls Ms ak ae polis aon

>

Safety to march down from __ tioned for building a campus com-

Founders Hall, junior Jack

munity. It says a university should

cal

be“
i
just, disciplined,

earseaen
senior Matt Kelley,
sign proudly,

Thesign stated, “ONLY CRIMI.
NALS HATE
COPS.”
|
“What happened (dru
arrest) “a
just,”

Members of the Campus Coalition for Freedom and Safety march from Founders Hall to the
University Center Quad in protest to the recent undercover drug sting.
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celebrative.”

Keith
Wagner,
aninterdis-

:
Each one of US IS

said

;

ciplinar
‘ane -

;

nior

eral studies

actions. If you're going to

major. “Not

breakthelawyou'regoing

multisubject

open,
caring and

A

:

ae
etitiad

and

ing Associ-

ated Stu-

dents

president
for 199697, spoke
for student

al
S agen
the election results.
“I’m pleased with the students’

everyone
agrees with
(the rally).”
Kelley, a

A.S. is their organization. I want *lectionofKeith Wagneraspresi-

physical edu-

privacy in

nicatudies
program areissuestop- seed
students’ and thatit repre- ence
will bring great changes to. and
Millsap
sents their concerns, it’s not just
A.S. next year,” shesaid.“Inaddisaw nothing

dentWagner
halls

om

Pre
ZZ

S
se
:
ironment.”
“Pa like ere to feel like

Christina Begley

Undercover police and the eth-

ping A.S. President-elect Keith G.

Sages
“I’m not
aginst
dercover

police,

hi

ec

all uses of unbut weneedaclear

su.denistofeellikeitisthe‘associ- dent. I feel his maturity and expeWagner

said heis excited to take

students understand what is hap-

pointed with the votert

would like to examine the process

tand

ing

student needs.

Wagner said he ran because he

cation major,

They said drugs

settle for the status quo and will
want to

the limits with the

issues,” she said.
need to assess why people student
needs to be a mechanism "We
“There
in place 80 it doesn’t become an
aren’tvoting, whether itis the proNext year Ravasco will serve

moment.”

HSU fisheries junior

oe rae

wants to wrong with the administration's
year’s council
administrative board,”he beiM,morenextdynamic
another
seid.
and assertive in. use of an undercover officer.

pening if they are used,” he said.

arbitrary decision used at any given

to pay the cae

bias af

oe

or there wasn’t

as

2dministrative vice president re-

” he said. “I

sponsible mostly for budgetary ie

are too available

come

down

said.
Millsapscience
Quad,”
Political

to

Mauricio Torres, organizing

Wiiiainer we laws 0
resolution ifonly 10
vote,

“We are definitely going to follow up on the undercover
police

HSU.

even ifthe response —

issue with a strong stand in favor of

a

lot Po fom
wo “legen
ere are a lot
i

ibility it could.”

ing, it still doesn’t have the. cred-

See US using more |

gr

to

groups to change the educational

bycivietne
Bogen _

Eight hundred
students,
in pementel tae out population, took their voices into the

voting booth in A.S. elections last
conmetianed 11 Be,
most

“I feel detached from the system,” Mark McKelvie, art senior,
said. “I understand the importance of

but it seems
to

legeen in the context ofechoolelecparal

aval

pics

sages

voting was or the procedure,

I didn’t understand
how it affects

me.”

pees

nior John Rupp skipped voting

the rally on the Quad,

Torresspoke ofhowimportantit

Outgoing president, Freida

™¢thods
for student outreach chat

Student Body officers

Ravasco, said she was happy with

will decrease apathy and increase

Apathy abounds in A.S. elections
this time, but said he usually votes.
“I fell yea the pit of apathy
presentin the younger echelons of

French senior, said. “I also really
wanted to leave
posi-

voters,”
he said.

History and whl studies
senior Rita Moore said her vote

tive for people next year.

microphone.
“Each one ofusis

responsible for

his own actions,” Hugo Magana

said, shouting to the large crowd on

the Quad. Magana,
a fisheries jun-

noone to do with the com- _ ior, wasupset that the open mic was
shut down before he could speak.

Student rights,” she said. “I also

involvement.”

Not everyone got a chance at the

senior

leader of CCFS, said the issue

the landlord’s right to en-

1954.

the

has nothing to do with drugs but

ayy? eee ye

regarding

“If you want to scoreonsome
pot, just

sues on the

wanted to bring more of the “real
wast” tate how things ane cust

i.

said the HSU dormitory policy

| should reflectalandlord/tenantlaw

| He complained that the CCFS

See= Protest, page 8 —_

Executives
° President
Keith G. Wagner,
522 votes
e Administrative
Vice President
Freida S. Ravasco,
687 votes

.

¢ Legislative
Vice President
Joshua S. Mehler,
655 votes
¢ Student Affairs Vice President
Ben Winkler,
682 votes

allowed her input privileges.
“I voted because
if I don’t, I

don’t feel like I have the right to
the i
ss

tectt.

tp Ue loved of enrcliment,
other CSU |
have
Getta
turnouts.
Ravasco,
AS. ecdden widtaittionche’

tinually had higher percentagesof —
student voters that other CSU campuses, hitting a system-wide high
of 16 percent in the 94-95 elections. She saida recent election at
See Low turnout,
page 6

A.S. Council College Representatives
¢ Behavioral and Social Sciences Representatives
Thaddeus Richards, 85 votes
Jessica Shadian, 95 votes
¢ Arts and Humanities Representative

Paige Bredenkamp, 107 votes
* Natural Resources

and Science Representatives

BrianM. Logan, 131 votes
Chris Panos Noutsios, 170 votes
¢ Undeclared Representative
Brian Vernor, 42 votes
SOURCE:

Associated Students
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Professor profile

Just ask, he may have a joke to tell, of two

@ HSU’s Joe Leeper
takes time to give good
advice and good humor.

nasty

Rick Latham

“eg

hence

Geograp

is

rep

some

stories
with students

Profesor Joe Tecer MU ait oe aktrec
you want to know about Latin
America— and if you’re lucky he may even

have some new jokes to tell.

Leeper, who has been teachingat HSU
for 20 years and holds the HSU course
record in the water luge, teaches with a

passion
the cultures, languages and geography of Latin America, which arose from
his experiences
working in an orchard dur-

ing high school.

“I went to high school in Hood River,
Ore., where I worked in an apple and pear
orchard and was introduced to the Spanish language
and culture,” Leeper said.
“Most of the pickers in the orchard were

migratory workers who spoke Spanish and
worked very hard under terrible conditions. The pay was based on the amount
picked, so large families would cycle
the area.”
With a more
appreciationof
the Latin culture, Leeper went on to re-

ceive a doctoratein

Mexico, Panama and Guatemala.
cally reveal nin oa
ouingan bale ba ‘enn

regi

“Professor Leeper is real friendly and

personable,” said HSU geography senior
Chinmaya Lewis. “He has given me some
good direction in the course of my studies
and he canalways cheer you up withagood

joke.”

Leeper spends a lot of time working in
his office, surrounded by advice-seeking

students.

“He’s so busy helping students lately
that I barely see him anymore,” said geography department secretary Mary Jean
Wachter. “He’s just a really great supervisor and he has such a good sense ofhumor,

it would be hard for me to imagine working

with anyone else.”
He is also in the process of proposinga

TAMMY MCCARTHY/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Geography Through Film and Video”

Professor Joe Leeper relaxes in his office between giving advice to students.

series for upcoming semesters. The proposal is based on
8 prototype class
“South America Through Film and
—
which is being taught this semes"This cone in designed, through videos and movies,
to give students better

caiaeitanean

ing

region being studied,” iar

of the

“I've

a)

always felt that video and film usage is a way
to help with student involvement and un-

derstanding, while not coming at some unbelievable cost.”
also tries to constantly improve

working and learning conditions for students and faculty.

“His great organization helps me get my
work done and his great jokes and stories

help the day go faster,” Wachter said.
“There’s just nothing bad to say about him.”
“I think because he’s been teaching for so
long that his
i
and methods are

great,” Lewis said. “His classes are orga-

nized
and havea focused agenda. He always
makes the key points known and his use of
videos and movies make his classes that
much better.”
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Frank's
Mensweer
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Missing
crab meat
resurfaces
in lounge
refrigerator
|
The five pound can of crab

meat

froma

delivry

swiped
last week

truck
at the Jolly

peg
gg
Wednesdaye
The can was

on the Universi

warned about trying to sell glass
pipes.

van

e Graffiti ofa
nature” was found sprayed on the
walls of the theater and basement
area of Gist Hall Monday morning.

witha

person's
name. Further investi-

gation

revealed

that

a

groundsperson
found the can and

someone
passing by offered to
take it.
¢ UPD assisted
the Arcata Police Department
aftes‘noon with is

condi

person
uad was

Compiled
by Andrew I. Jones

a

— Next week’s edition of UPD
Clips will feature the semester's
all-time favorites. From confis-

“fully involved” vehicle fire on
L.K. Wood Boulevard.

A volunteer
fireman was first
on the scene. He noticed a prob-

CHOCOLATES

cated bongs to the “Mad-hatted

Photographer”
to creative paning
— not a single deviate

lem with a V.
bus after
following it from
Circle.
_| A fuel line leak was to

act will be missed.

In

e About 4:30 a.m. a fire alarm
j

FINE

the E utopean

hadition

2nd & F Sts.

© ON THE GAZEBO « 425 Snug Alley
OLD TOWN ¢ Eureka,CA
P.O. Box 6562 * 95501 © (707) 445-0326
Also at the BAYSHORE
MALL

Alder Hall. About an hour

it activated
again. Malfunctioning equipment
is believed to
be the cause.

ie

INCREASE

DEGREE

MARKETABILITY

STUDY LAW AT
COLLEGE OF THE REDWOODS

Entry-level salaries average $40K
Ten-year salaries average $70K
>

Major U. S. law firms and corporations continue to hire qualified entry-level
legal-support personnel. "Qualified" means an undergraduate degree (any major)
and an associate degree (law studies).

Law Studies Degree Requirements; 37 units in law; 3 units in computer literacy.
Law courses are offered evenings only, Monday through Thursday.
Fall semester (1996) courses include:

Introduction to Law and the Legal System
' Wills and Trusts
Mediation (non-lawyer)
For information, contact Dr. Bob Miller at 445-6754 or 6766 or the Counseling
office at 445-6744.
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* Should the Student Fee Advisory Committee have a student
69. No

ae

, Should the committee
.
be chaired by a student?

© Continued from page 3

low voter turnout is that it under-

said. “We want people with a

veBrianVernorsaid

want an ethnic studies program,

they need to talk to so

ome aD
eerie
of his.
_—
4
ch
th

¢ Campus camps
referendajrediene
on campus-based fee increases should be '

!

640 State support

120 student fees

“Ty - sole didn't
aa

ay

Funding for California State Student Association
¢ Would you support having the voluntary option, at the time of
registration, to provide $1 of support for the statewide lobbying

Viena oii tae tect
chat students aren’t participatingis
parti

| 684 Ves

ef denies fens.

and advocacy efforts of the CSSA?

Couneeling and

the counseling and

|

Services.

peopie

didn’t

did

"

aicn | run

for office.”

283No

BRIAN VERNOR

a. dae wien

campaigning cor
numbers of stu-

dents
who voted.

“People tend to
turn out when
there’s
a contro-

cent, what does that really repre- | Ravasco
will be the adminis-

are you?’ But A.S. gets that $47

from students
each year and they

trative vice presidentand
said the

Vernor said increasing student new members
are actively work-

_involvementisagoalheshareswith _ ing on the lack of student partici-

other A.S. council members. _ pation.
Vernor’sprioritiesinclude:
getting

“I think the new A.S. council

demand for Counseling and Psychological Services?

aren’t telling us how they want it all the various activist groups on

Ethnic Studies at HSU
¢ Would you support an increase in the availability of Ethnic
Studies classes?
i

out there running for office, stu- using A.S. asa line of communicaA.S. through more
ic reladents should be asking us what tion and information
and increas- tions, outreach and activities,”
we are going to do with their ing student involvement
in A.S. she said. “To me, it seems stu-

686 Yes 6&2 No
¢ Should HSU have an Ethnic Studies major?
679 Yes 90 No
|
|

money.”
When A.S. take actions to the
administration, Vernor said, it is
important tohavealarge portion

504 Yes

154No

SOURCE: Associated Seudenta

apes

spent,” he said. “When we are

re

of the campus represented.

campus together and informed,

members are determined to

changetheway peoplelookat the

decision
making. Vernor said he dents aren’t aware of their power
hopestoincreasevoterturnoutand to influence
change through vot“So
aes el
ing.”
“Our job is to
stu-

°
dents think
and feel but we nocd

Te GSity
Grill
A San Francisco Style Bistro

Considering

at

Law School?

Think of us for your special graduation dinner.
Reservations required.

Attend
the 10th Annual

Introduction
to Law School

Appetizers * Zesty Soups & Chili © Specialty Salads & Sandwiches
Fresh Seafood & Steaks © Great Desserts & Espresso
Micro-Brew
Beers ° Fine
ery
Wines

“Great program, well worth the investment and time!”
1995 participant
Tom Reed

About to enter law school?
g
to law school?
derin
applying
Consi

Or

interested in learning more about lawyers and the American legal system?

This three-week program provides an inside look at what lawyers do and

( oeeeeittdeeeemeinstaentnatiaeaeeeieeaenaiemeaee

what law school is really like. You'll learn study skills and exam

PRR :
~

techniques, lawyering skills and substantive law, and receive information

.

a .
.

m

peer
es

Exp zss Yours¢ifi
fidorn Yourselfl
Enjoy Yoursegif!

on admissions and financial aid, legal careers, and life in law school.
* Day and evening classes available
* Enrollment
is limited

° All classes taught by full-time law faculty
° Registration deadline: June 10
° Cost including
books and materials: $485

fit tizart Bead you can do it
filole...and have our free help
th design & assembly! -

by tio Aonondcon Ber Aswocietonsxe!
iterate of te Aewooition of Amerizan Liew Schools
For sore information, including « free brochure,
call (415) 442-6630, e-mail Lewedaut@ggu.edu,
or return coupon below.

Hellta: introthettan
to Lew School, Golden ote University, 696 Mteaion Stunt, San Frenaiece, CA 4108
a

Name

F

:

Gly, Ste Zip _
|

the

versy,”
she said.

year, students
would say, ‘Who

|

and no negative
related with

.

:

“If I walked down the street sent?”
he said.

° Should the university allocate more money to meet the current

seat
one contested

that

newly elected A.S. representative

Services
were able to offer | | and asked a student for $47 a

three to five sessions, would you utilize these services?
467 Yes

ag

aa

at more people

“—

r Wasieanaidel tee
fact there was only

Vote, but it’s a bigger shame that more

tenes

471 advieory —-193 binding

[+

is

vote, bet ire a bigger

* Campus referenda on student fees should be

6&2 No

pects Geminaeennd telling us,”

7percentofthemorethan
20,000
cuts
problem
come in
10
5, theWhenauthority
we go to andthe power
adminis-of and
tell us,or weconcem
have theto resource

on the committee be appointed by
gq cua

paid for through

“One of the real problems with

CSU Sacramento drew less than

¢ Should the chair of the committee be appointed by

° Should the
natn

<a
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Artists gain access through

student- supported gallery

CReR ek Sa

_

arranging graphic arts,

—————

.

“We were considering stopping

reach exhib
‘bit making edranie

for

Through
a cluh called the Student Access Gallery, student art-

sad ot

ists have the opportunity to dis-

ties with A.S.

play their work in publicandlearn

(the club) for a year to reorganize,

but in a meeting held last Monday

Skee how
theclub’sactivi-

we decided
to keep it going.”
Inj
the importance of
the club, Almy said, “As an artist,

—_ Catherine Almy, a Student
Ac-

I feel it is important for students to

what it takes to run an art exhibit. cess Gallery member, said “It’s a__have the
The Student
which has been
reaper
dents under the

Access Gallery, efor
on campus for 10
eo
tags?
guidance
‘

art Professor Teresa Stanley.

it's 0 lot of work.

The works featured by stu-

dentsincudeprints, paintings

who sign

club

the

ceramic

Mont pep

has a Latvian

exhibit on display at the
KarshnerLoungeandanother

up

wi

involved

to be in shows. It is
program.”

as

Almy said the shows

CATHERINE ALMY
the club puts on not
gallery member = only benefit
the artists,

sami said she hopes more

its put on by the Student Access

are held at these two loca-

of eight students and is

deserve
for their work

,

for it don’t realize the commitup fr dnt

who also runs the club. All exhib-

Student Access

talented people who

but those in the com-

which is composed
solely of works
by student artist Christina Earnst

tions.

Most a

work. Aleo, students
get experience with running
oe
an te aes
There are many

for it don’t realize

commitment

at the Window's area

who

toshow their

pc

dd

join it in the fall. The
recon

munity whoappreciateart.
She said
more students need to be informed

about what the galleryis.

The

is in need of volun-

1mem- _ teers tohelp prepare exhibits. You

to run it adequately this year.

don’t need to be an artist to volun-

consists During the summer, the club will _ teer. Tovolunteer,
contact the Stuby

Associated Students. The

attempt
to reorganize iteelf.

of

“Wehavebeenhavingproblems
student support,”
Almy said.

with

dent Access Gallery office at 8264149 or Catherine Almy at 668-

9750.

Ee

It listens to your wallet.
When you buy a Macintosh’ computer, you're buying some of the most advanced multi-

media capabilities
you can getin a computer.
With its built-in stereo sound, video
graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to bring your work to life. Of course,
you're also buying the computer that gives you a fast, easy way to access the Internet.

It talks to other computers.

Because with a Macintosh there are no complicated commands needed to get up and

surfing on the Internet. Better yet, with the compatibility of a Mac} you can run UNIX?
DOS and Windows, as well as Mac 0S. Making it easy to talk to other people, even if

they'e not using a Macintosh. And if all that isn’t enough, now we've even made
Macintosh easy to buy. Because for a limited time, we're offering special campus savings

on selected Macintosh computers and Apple’ printers. So stop by and visit ©
us today, and look into the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best?

Por more information visit us or the Internet at btp://bed info. apple.com/
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Sean Seidel,

disciplinary
orgs
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Peg said, “If you're going

the law you're going to

a

”

pay the co

i
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“They choose to live in the

studies

agraduatinginter-

senior, said

anymore,” he said.

student civil, privacy, tenant and

concerns of the students addressed by the administration.

lems.
_ Sitting near by, freshman Mike

Kelly, a music major living in the

eee

t

a pehoed)

resident

_—Participatinginthemarchout-,

going A.S. President Frieda

formerresidentadvisoratSanJose
State,Graysaidhewasappalledat

crite on Monday

“] don’treally know who’s who

community rights. He said he'd

Hall East near the office of Edward ro ; Webb, vice presi-

“>

well spending any extra time

He said the issues were about

a.

_like to see a student board help
solve student community prob-

thelackofprivacystudentshavein

phone might be tapped. He
he has in his room.

dorms to be near the campus, not
to lose their rights,” he said. A

affairs, for asit-

halls, expressed concern his

as he sat

"t the i

ely
After the rally, approinximat
Nelson
40 students
eee

-

Ravasco, an interdisciplinary
studies senior, wants to see the
She said she'd like to see the
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I0% DISCOUNT’
on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.

The Family Dental Practice

Cleanings,
Examinations and

©

Students
welcome!

Member
of the ADA, CDA and
the Academy of Genoral Dentistry

442-1763

Here's fast i acting relief
:
from. the pressure of school! Graduating
seniors and orad students can get.$400”
cash back* on the purchase or lease of any

cool
, wew Ford
: or Mercury.
This includes the high-performance ruchng |
Call 1-800-321-1536 or visit our web site
at http://www.ford.com. for the full story.
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COMMUNITY
Arcata man files $50 |million suit against Scientology
@ Suit is response
to copyright infringement case based on

criticism of cult.
By Chrietine Begley
An Arcata resident
has become
embroiled
in battle with the Church
of Scientology which has raised
serious First Amendment questions on the Internet and resulted
in an $11 million lawsuit matched
by a $50 million countersuit.
Computer
and instructor Grady Ward became involved in the i— through a
newsgroup on

the Internet—

pe.€ postedoar

panacca.pr

messages criticizing
Scientology's scriptures. In the
process, he posted excerpts of the
ma far" Art
by
Religions Techaclog Cen
ter, anon-profit
arm of the church

which owns the confidential Advanced T:

of the church

and holds exclusive
rights under

Seta
mail
“Soon after I started postingI
warning
letters and they started
” Ward said.

Ward vs. Church of Scientology

to oe
y dissolve the
newsgroup, but system adminis-

freee
De

mately the newegroup remained.
oot
—

| Feb. 27,1905 — Grady Ward gas fest e-mail
suit for copyright violation.
a ie = ae ee pinenaeeteeees official.

copes
creme cer
from

sig fo eal, poste, chs, canner and sed
lawyers.
¢ }— Ward deposed in Eureka by Scientology

who camped out on the doorstep
of his Arcata residence.
Eventually, Ward said, he had to call the
policeand
file trespassing charges.
Healso suspects
church members
of attempting
to duplicate keys to
the locks on his doors.

ments and that we've never
touched,”
Leisa Goodman, head
of media relations
for the church,
said in the March 23 issue of the

Times-Standard. “We are solely
interested
in copyright protection,
because
if we don’t protect our
right
we lose it.”

Ward filed a $50 million
countersuit
against the Church of
Scientology
for felony conspiracy
to restrict constitutional righ
free speech and damages that in-

Ward said he was visited by a

clude the costs of extensive
secu-

member of the church’s intelli-

gence-collecting
arm ofthe church .

duress and trauma he and his fam-

Ultrapower tire-burn test
needs to find an alternate source of

fuel before August, when PG&E
will start paying less for electricity.
If Ultrapower doesn’t
find an al-

mission denied thep
asa
Ginis innit dlitee mgutive doclaration, Ultrapower would have
been able to appeal the decision,
Platz said.

ternate fuel, it may be forced to

Gray asked Ultrapower repre-

sentatives
if they would be willing
to accept a condition
of the permit
asa way ofassuring
low toxic emis-

The Blue Lake Planning
Commission voted 3-1 Monday night

shut down.
Blue Lake resident Christine
Kiel
told the commission information
presented
by Ultrapower at the
March 18 meeting on other tireburning facilities in the United

to deny Ultrapower
3 a permit to

States was not accurate.

By Alex Woodie

test burn tires for electricity,
endingathree-month
battle
between the commission and residents.

The decision
came
on the fifth commission
meeting devoted to the
issue, six months
after

Ultrapower applied for
the permit
and submitted a negative declaration of environmental
impact. During this

sions. Heasked them ifthey would

be able to remain under 0.5 on a
health hazard index.
Ultrapower representatives

She said she called up each of

turned down the offer.
“If I had gotten
them to agree to the
50 percent margin, I

“If Ultrapower
does come back with
another proposal we should simply —
demand a full-blown environmental
impact report.”

would be fighting for

this project,” Gray

said

An index of one

_ Corresponds
with 10
cases of cancer in a
million
over 70 years
of exposure,
the maximum risk allowedby
North Coast Unified Air Quality

Dive Lake reden
ot

time residents
and

ficials and experts gathered information and presented
itto the commission.

Commission Chairman Terry

Gray made the motion that the
commission
found “there may be

significant environmental effectsin

the plants and found 84 percent of
—*
information
was in> iain

wali Ultrapower

to burn tires when they can’teven —
she asked. “We have the facts, I

used in steel-belted
tires. The Center on Race, Poverty and the Environment estimates
from the negative declaration data that cancer
risks from hexavalent chromium

ation.”

not accept the negative deciara-

vised the commission
on the legal
aspects of the phrasing of the motion to deny the permit. Ifthe com-

tion.”
Ultrapower was requestinga

The greatest
cancer risk comes
from hexavalent chromium, ametal

the project due to the increase in

sulfur dioxide ... therefore I can-

level of 0.5 corresponds to five’
cases of cancer per million.

present reliable,
accurate data?”

hope you take them into consider-

City Attorney
Richard Plats ad-

ecto,

|oa 1906 — Ward fles countersut against Scientology for $50 milion in damages.

Commission rules against
@ Residents still
concerned about ©
appeal,demand
impact report.

reyanG Tam

wo 21008-— Ward reas devel
Cae

Ward said the “fair use” exemption to copyright laws protects
his
postings because he uses only small
portions of the scripture
for criticism.
“He’s entitled to give his com-

permit for a 90-day test burn. It

gs
pea
aor
meen Renee wouee Panyu

See Denied,
page 17

through as part of

Ward said he cannot afford an

pap ie
The church has
filed 50 to 60 lawsuits with the
intent of harassment of their crit-

himself throughout the proceed-

“Their typical response to criti-

his First Amendment
rights which

cism is to attack the critic but not

he said the church has infringed

Fg tie ames

the

criti-

said.

“The

attorney
and will be
ings, which he expects to last for
years. His main
is to protect
upon

cism,” Ward

through
7

5

theiractions.

harassment — “Their typical response to

continues.”

Ward said

stadia

“They can

ae

have what-

criticism is to attack the
kon

ever

ee

system th

- an

critic but not the criticism. = ant.

vate

The

investi-

gators to collect informa-

harassment

ies

3
GRADY WARD

defendant in Scientology case

records,

the Grady Ward case. In the
Times-Standard
article, Goodman

states the church has evidence
that
Ward posted full documents and
has “threatened to expose a great
deal more of copyrighted materi-

als.”

don’t
—

I

care
Be

e

—Ward

credit card
statementsand otherpersonaldata.
KobrinandGoodmanwerecontacted, but denied to comment on

but

otherwise

:
.
continues.

tion about
ogi

belief

said.

“T treat it like
a hobby, not an everyday activity.
Maybe once a week I spend a few

hours reading up on the legal information and res ponding to motions. I really have a quiet life up

here in Arcata.”

Ward continues to deny allegations of copyright and trade secret

See Scientology, page 15
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Hooray for Hollywood

‘Jurassic’ sequel to bring revenue, jobs to county

@ Film crew seeking
landscapers,security

“Noexact locationisbeing

stdben of
because they (Spielberg

movie,” said Marvin Leavy,

be

crew) don’t want the areas to be
Gordondamaged by observers,”

for secret location in

By Peter Sciacca
LUMBERJACK

The

|

STAFF

of “Lost World,”

the sequel to “Jurassic Park,” is
expected to boost the county’s
economy providing 225 new jobs.
“Housing for all the crew mem-

bers is expected to average $7,500
a day. The amount spent by
Spielberg’s
crew to rent cars should

be close to the $40,000 spent during the filming of‘Outbreak,”
said
Kathleen Gordon-Burke, film commissioner for Humboldt County,

in a phone interview. “Catering

services and restaurants will benefit, too. More employees will be
hired at these businesses while

a
The film crew
is not in need of
extras as in

“Outbreak,”
where scores of
area residents
were hired to be
town citizens in
the movie. But
the film crew
will

“Housing for all the crew members is expected to
average $7,500 a day. The amount spent by
Spielberg's crew to rent cars should be close to the

+40, 000 spent during the filming of ‘Outbreak.’

KATHLEEN GORDON-BURKE
Humboldt County film commissioner

assistance

Celebrate in Style at
Restaurant 301

at The Hotel Carter!

is ex-

to check out

the potential

filming locations and decide
which
ones will be
. he
used
So far,

has viewed pictures of the locations sent to

him by his own
scouts and the

be seeking the
of

professional a“
and security |
locations are
imate
ephemera
to film at “undeveloped
and pris-

tine” areas within the redwoods
and coastal and cliff regions from

The State Parks have assembled

teams of ecologists, biologists and
other environmental experts to

above and beyond its computer
ing would have on the areas being graphics laden predecessor.
“There will be a lot more comconsidered. Areas
where local ani- ©

graphics work in this movie
done by the same team of visual
effects experts from the first

Trinidad to Crescent City, Gor-

don-Burke said.

Humboldt ¢Green

Apartments

1&2 Bedroom Apts.

$450 to $625 per mo.
3 Bedroom Shared Units
$255
to $285 pe

1935
H St.

3 Blocks
From HSU

Humboldt County Film Commission.
“Lost World” is expected to go

meet and discuss the impact film-

BRESTAURANT

Graduating?

He was herein 1983 to film scenes
for “Return of the Jedi.” The pro-

pected to make
the trip in May

dOHS

J2NIM

they’re filming here.”
A crewof set builders
are sched-

no stranger to Humboldt County.
ducer

Redwood State
Park.

ern

ment in a
Universal

aes eaiae he

interview from

“The
2 is hesed on the
Michael Crichton novel ‘The Lost
World.’ In it, scientists return to
the island to discover that dino-

ee

were destroyed,” Leavy said
Lea vy doubts people will be al
sired to wenchita
but he
said »“younever know — r some
In an April 17 article in the
Times-Standard, it was reported

that consideration foremployment
by Amblin Entertainment, individgole aud lieshnabust idee bea
aes up member of the visitor's
bureau.”
Thisis notthe case, how-

ever. Gordon-Burke said being a
member of the visitor's ~l
which costs $75 a year for indi-

viduals and $100 a year for businesses, holds no bearing on the
hiring process.
:

Ww

1,196 6€6=6

Women’ 5 directory to support area businesses
with five-year
and one-year
ent vere adorns

“The key is to find something you love todo
dal des de von op le ton
you, find what makes you feel whole and
create your life around it.”
In 1908, Parkinson started the Women
Entrepreneurs
corporation
created to “provide women with

tool, which evolves as a person evolves
Seeeletsasmsaausdenetaed

te xe
tuna

timated

datribution of 20,000 and an

out Northern

Community businesses will gain a new
resource tool for the Northern California
region when the Women Entrepreneur's
Directory is

“In essence
it’s for

se

ad

in June.

seep up ve ea
with their neighbors.”
Rg
Norte,

vor

own way of
doing busi-

into a

ao bene

seem
ear ascI
and Shasta coun-

ties. Itis“
to bea valuable networking tool to encourage new business relationap, expand markets, increase business
recognize the contributions of many
in our communities,”
co-editor Gabrielle Parkinson said.

Thedirectory
will include who’s-wholist-__
ings of the top women-owned companies
and top women executives, company listings, general listings, advertised services,
- community resources, business tips and
The direc6
resource guide
as an
tory will serve
which are owned or
businesses
meron
Seely

portfolio, suarvloe each

“Instead of calling into a major
metropolitan
area, our goal is to have
people pick up the phone and do business
with their neighbors
... The key to
keeping the economy strong is to keep the
dollars as local as possible.”

awareness
that
we often
JULIE LEE
ona
co-editor of the Women Entrepeneur’s Directory
different
level—it’s
more than
just the bottom line,” Parkinson said.

Parkinson has received several awards,
the Small Business Association’s
Women in Business Advocate of the Year;

Women award from
the Women Helping

Soroptimist International and the Women
of Distinction award form the American

Association
of University Women.

Parkinson started her own business—

Career Life
vices include a

ing

Her ser— in 1984.
ional

development

Sin

knowledge, resources, ongoing education,
networking opportunities and business affiliations to help establish and develop successful businesses and attain more economic

"She alao offers career counseling sessions
that include résumé writing, developing a

“Women
have their

” co-editor

Merny

ofover 100,000 through-

Californi

emu

oudijabeanech

strategiesas
well
as transition

ac
235
15 womenwith
experience in business who focus energies
on projects that will have a positive impact
on women
in business. The Institute
has

classes and
workshops.
Parkinson

said

done county-wide needs assessment of
women in business and developed a peer

ap-

proximately 85
rcent of
er clients

are women.
“I work
with people
in

transi-

ti‘on

through
empowerment and helping people to take charge and
recognize the options they have and then
take action on them,” she said. “Everyone

already
has a game plan inside
and I act asa
facilitator to help pullit out, and that’s when
things start to turn around.”
Parkinson said she started the business
out of her need for transition..
“My philosophy is that we really create
our own lives, we havea handinit,” she said.

|

“For me, business is the balancing of the
heart and the head, “ she said. “I’m one of
those women who wants it all, and I have it.”

Lee started her own publishing company
‘Northern
Lee
. Lee
Holidays, an annual magazine

the

events of the holiday season. She also works
with clients on establishing
Internet connechave become more. prominent in the business world.
“Wehavealwaysbeen
involved, but we've
kind of taken the back seat because it seemed
that’s what

society
society

wanted,”
she said. “Now

it’s okay for us to be in the front seat.”
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1126
6th Street
Eureka, CA 95501

(707)442-6080
VANTAGE
Your local newly appointed ticketing office for

Independent candidate sought
for 1st Congressional race
@ District voters

CIEE/Student
youth and teacher discounted
airfares throughout the world
;

hope to challenge
powers that be with

Council on international Educational
since 1947, serving students and Educators

third candidate.

Considering
the paper is due tomorrow,
aren't you glad we're open till midnight?

a
Late Night Copies
Self-serve
copiers. 7pm to Midnight,
Sunday through Thursday.

The deadline to find a candidate
has been set by the group for May
31. The potential candidate can-

are

political party since Oc-

Ra Thre would mean the candidate would be not registered or
would have checked “decline to

state” or “other” on the registra-

Dissatisfied with the choice be-

tween incumbent Rep. Frank
R-Windsor,
and Democrat
Alioto in the

tion form.
ee will
committid
thensa
Nauman

ateona
to take
beasking the candid
$200 individual campaign funding

he

dents have formed a
search committee to

seek a third, independent candidate.

“There are a lot of
environmentalists

Party. Itless
than reprodentbiite,” eaid Alen
Naumann,
chair ofthe

ne

a priority
for the committee.
“We want to move away from a

fossil-fuel
economy by providing

incentives
for electric car produc-

tion and mass transit. We want 20-

-use planning
land
Condes from Siadoenses

Three Arcata residents have

nba

dtw leat

pas, ark and HSU student
Martin Jensen. Otheraly 13 a
oth
represent
er
cities in the district
stretches

from Del Norte to Nope counties.

“Wearen'tsatisfied
with
the choices ofthe
two-party system. We

want someone who
will discuss the issues
of immoral distribution of wealth
and the
corrupt status quo of

the two-party system
that represents multinational

and oe

change budget priorilimit with no contributions from ties and balance the budget in one
political action committees or or- year, notdigahole
deeper for seven
ions.
years and avoid the inevitable.
“We need
a lot of support
and if
“Weare
acandidate
that
we can’t raise the money through understands that nothing
will posmall, individual contributions
litically change until ‘real’ camthen we don’t have the grass-roots a
NI
support and the candidate
rrupting dominance of money
shouldn't be
” Naumann in polition” he said.
‘
said. “It’s a choice to support the
The committee held a citizen
grass-rootsi
forum in Napa and is now
movement and we can’t do it with for organizers in the Eureka-Arbig money in politics.”
to coordinate a
The committee
is representative
of a diverse political spectrum,
Naumann said. | Ross Perot, J erry

Brown, Ralph Nader and Pat

Soran heehee heialaaeeen

contact Naumann — at his
Healdsburg office at (707) 4336946.
;

Oven 7 davs aweekat 7:00am

_| McKinleyville «one
we deliver. to
te Dermat,
|

RE
win so

Pele
dik

orf

Sy Ae

cole
a

ions

hee at

the expense of every-

“Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Now

om

one else,” Naumann
said. “We want to

minimum
NAFTA and
bine

to

joined the ‘son Kittnerit be

ALAN NAUMANN
1st Congressional Search Committee chairman

~ another example of money in politics.”
Naumann said the group is
searching
for a candidate to advocate the
environ-

stat

oe.

align them.

“We are seeking a candidate that
understands that nothing will politically
change until ‘real’ campaign finance
reform eliminates the corrupting
dominance of money in politics.”

lst Congressional
Search Committee. “Alioto is just

Se

the

although it’s not

Ist district congres-

sional race, area resi-

with the Democratic

O.D.

Buchanan have all

ualified

Cn

who aren’t happy

PAUL RICHARD KING,
OPTOMETRIST

of development,”
he said.

seh

Scientology
* continued
from page 11
violat
but hasion
declareds,
a post-

ing moratorium on himself.

T don’t want to stop posting

because then

ceeded, but

have suc-

n of speech and the Internet ~

collide.
Ward said the church is one of

the
arere
legal

eae

_ procee
it’s din
best for megs
not to

oa

an eecrme cnet

for Church of
touseand “fight battles

critics
free-

y

i

power

mens
fear from the
et. It gives us a very powerful
ice because
we can share information and everyone
doesn't have

]

sandwiches and
pizza by the slice
next to the Arcata Theatre
2 blocks off the plaza

OPEN ‘TIL 2 A.M.
Thurs e Fri e Sat
quarter pie slice...$2.50 + tx.

whole pie w/1 topping...$9.00 + tx.
(extra toppings....80¢ each)

fresh pesto or tomato sauces available

1034 G. St., Arcata * 822-1927

The Lumberjack

© continued from page 11
could
beas high as 14 to 16 casesof
cancer
per million.

Commission

member

Bob

against the motion to deny the proposal. Marty Schwartz, Homer
Leach and Gray voted to deny.
Leach said the section in thegen-

“I cansaid.ch
we approve),” Lea
m
project
not support the long-ter
00 I really don’t see why we should
support the 90-day test period.”
Schwartz said he would have
opposed the original application
when
agors
to burn biomass 13 yea
the plant was built. He said that

eral plan about the industrial park

2nd & F STREETS , EUREKA ¢ 442-1232

heading in the right direction (if

stated industrial development
should not adversely affect the
health and rural environment of
Blue Lake and considerations
should be not only for the economic and environmental impacts

but social impacts as well.

owe
rights,rand
has existing
Ultrap
as long as they operate in a “rea”
ner
they should
sonable manthat
be allowed to do the test.

Ultrapower representatives left
the meeting two hours before the

haderno
vote was taken. Ultrapow

“It makes me wonder if we are

asian

L® Als
a

Christian Band wich an

Lkk

>

et

A. -

fee

FyJ

introductory performance by Selah

[ree Coppee. represhmenrs OF
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The PIAGZA Grill presents...

Brunch

Mother’s Day
Sunday, =

=
TS

enrereAinncnt

;

8:30 pm, Friday, May 3
IN5 Souch Souch ‘GC’'G Szrree ©

t, 1996

Serving from 10 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Offering:

Fresh Poached

Salmon

|

with whole grain mustard
tartar sauce, and ginger soy dressing

Assorted Quiche:
Tomato,
Basil and Mozzarella,
Mushroom, Scailion, Chicken and Swiss Cheese

Rosemary and Garlic Roasted Potatoes
Spring Vegetable
Pasta Salad
Grilled Chicken
‘with Spicy Tomato Salsa and Spanish Rice

Sausage

Sampler

Apricot Glazed Black Forest Ham
Poached
Eggs over English Muffin
layered
with Spinach,
Tomato and Prosciutto (optional
with a fresh herb Mornay sauce
:
served
on corn tortilla
topped with cheddar cheese and cilantro

Grilled Bacon
Cinnamon French Toast
with warm maple syrup

Fresh Frult Salad
Assorted
Muffins and Breads

Buffet price includes champagne for those over 21.
|

|

Third Floor - Jacoby’s Storehouse
Onthe Plaza, Arcata
826-2376
¢ 826-0860 |

Moonrise heros”
ARCATA'S HERBAL
RESOURCE
is moving to the

ARCATA PLAZA
826

'G' Street

next to Plaza Design

We will be closing on | St. at 6 pm - Sat. April 27

and reopening ¢ on G St. at 10 am - Tues. April 30

If you
gota

beef
with
The
Jack,

don't

be shy.
This
is a free
country.

peak your
mind and
write a
letter to
the
editor.
re

ee

ee

ee

en

ee

ee

a
Kodak

|G)
system

:

PROCESSING
2

REG.

/

PREMIUM

|

00

OFF

Offer good on Original Roll 35mm
Color Print Film. Not Valid on
8/1 - 8/18/96

PRICE

PRICE

3399

2.999

24EXPOSURE

5089

4.99

ne

&.99

36 EXPOSURE 208

G&.99|

ues

9.99

.

|

|

Offer good on 110, 126 and 35mm Color Print Films

Whe Pine
ca& ck
OFFER Goon 67 - 1886

(C-41 Process). Not Valid on Galaxy, Panoramic or

|.

Ria
|

a

|
\“¥

)

SALE

1.99

Panoramic or Black & White Films.

—

REG.

208

|\@e

ANY DOUBLE
PRINT ORDER |

SALE

12EXPOSURE

|

OFFER GOOD

3" DOUBLE PRINTS) 4" DOUBLE PRINTS

Colorwatch

|

|

|

SN

ane
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm

Bim

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm

Closed Saturday & Sunday

Phone: 826 - 3741

WILL BE
CLOSED
During the Summer
beginning June 3,1996

We urge you to:
PLAN AHEAD!
:

if you have a medical condition which

We will reopen
in late August.

requires ongoing care and medication,
please be sure you have some way of
Obtaining medical care and medications
during the summer. We will be happy to
forward copies of your medical records

to your Physician or clinic. If you have
There
You

will

will

not

be

no
be

medical
able

to

personnel

renew

on

duty

questions, please consult a Student

prescriptions

Health

Center

provider.

To all the people who think the press goes
too far sometimes, consider the alternative.
GE

spy ame

< enn HB Sentence
Give
Democrat
member of the House intelcommittee
has criticized Mrs..
sentence as too lenient, but

defended the plea bar-

2

and bitter defiance.

_ Motivated Called as

aor——
ae
ere

If the press didn't tell Bie

Me. ome

would? —

‘Death and identification of dem bones
Expe
rts and new

which authorities use when they want to

techniques match the
deceased with their
bones.

match a specific individual with his bones.

Many characteristics
of any given
person can be determined
by
examining
that person’s skeleton.

Dental records and DNA sampling, how-

ever, are only useful if the deceased
had
been
boked
by police or had dental X-

The height of the deceased
can |

By Alex Woodie

rays on file with a dentist.
.
DNA testing is very expensive, and both
methods are only used when authorities
believe they can make a match.
The coroner’s office uses a forensic anthropologist about three times a year.
“People find bones... and they bring
them i ios us,” Sipma said. The frat thing
he does when he gets bones is try to determine whether they are animal or human.
Detective Bill Walser of the Eureka Police Department doesn’t often come across

be determined
by measuring the
femur
and the toes.

¢ The age of the deceased
can be

Bones: they last longer than flesh,
and

when forensic anthropologists find them,
they can tell with some degree of accuracy
what the owner looked like and how he or
she may have died.
“On hadian} we yd

ee
found in

on a

margin or error of plus or minus five

- years.
¢ The pelvis and skull give good
body in
as to theons
indicati

age (forensic

that’s been

the woods,” said Humboldt

question's gender.
e An approxim
time of ate
death can
a chemical
through
be determ
ine
d
analysis of the bones by measuring
the amounts of nitrogen and certain
present.
acidsno
ami

County Coroner, Glenn Sipma.
“We try to use the bones if the body's
deteriorated and there’s no flesh left.”
Scientists and investigators work together to try and identify the bones. They
descripcan use the bones to formageneral
Geciteestpion isitnimpossible Sabie ofof

the laws of
“Ifyou look at an individual’s bones and

determined
age has a margin of error of
plus or minus
five

the sex. If you have a skull you can generally tll che sex and you might even be able
to tell the race,” said Humboldt County

mined using chemical analysis. Nitrogen

you have a pelvis, you can, generally, tell

The time since death can also be deter-

and amino acids deteriorate
in bones at a
known rate, which allows scientists to
measure the amount
ining to deter-

“For instance, if I've made a positive
identification
on this person, another ex-

For

ifthere is less than half

the normal
5 percent. of nitrogen,
or only
four amino acids out of the

setof

seven left in the bones, then the person
would have to have been dead for at least
300 years, according
to “Ethics,
Medicine
and Forensic Pathology”

by the gradual hardening ofthe bones. The

But no matter how accurate today’ stech-

nologyis, scientists
and investigato rs can’t
be totally certain because of the laws of
probability.

mine how long the person has been dead.

occasions,
also said that age of the deceased at time of death can be determined

bones within the city limits, but he has

Vernon
D. Plueckhahn. —

pert can come jn behind me and he might
” Smith

of the festival do 30
Pteed oftakings

final examination for Largent's
cin, £8 Teme

in Oe

ae

sic anthropologist and “it depends on our .
investigations how far down the line we
would go with the experts,” Walser said.
“Thebone
cantell
us whether
ornot...itlooks
like it was natural breakage

or fragmentation or whetheror notit looks
like there was some trauma involved.”

said. "‘Thereisa
Factoids
to die for
amount

certain

ofdebate.”
Other methods ofidentification involve dental records and

269%

DNA sampling,

Saaenten

Each groupis
ing colorful, eye-catchi ieee,
$-footby 7-foot
cardboard
tobe
set up at 20
tables. During the festival, students

from each group will take turns
So
maa
tions from
HSU biology senior Robert
Jacquet
last

The

human body produces

1:5 quarts of saliva daily.

{Sap The average male has 1.5 gallons of blood in his body.

Students nip final exam in bud
@ Class hopes to
sow the seedsof
creativity.

assisted on other cases within the county
| where bones or fragments have helped piece
together a crime.
“We have to track down every clue that
we can to rule out foul play and then hopefully identify where the remains came from,”
Walser said.
Investigations rarely start with the foren-

|

£9

Three to 10 hours is the amount of time needed to perform a
murder
post mortem.

ie

in eesenan humian edi saitapi lies 4A pounde cher
cremation.

<9

The amount of skin covering an average human body weighs
5.6 pounds.

£9» A body can be “skeletonized,” or stripped of all flesh, in seven
days amid Southeast Asia's acidic soils, humid jungle climate
and flesh-eating insects.

69

The average human heart
weighs
11 ounces.

<6

The average human blood
system measures 100,000

miles
in length.

<6 Twenty minutes is all that's needed to perform an autopsy
when the cause of death is known.

£9

Flies can detect and begin laying eggs on decaying flesh in
30 minutes.

Largent said he also sees it as an
exercise in presentation which

most students will have to do at
some time in their lives — in pro-

are a

tha

groups of five,

Gk eeinto

each

of which is

responsible
for presenting differ-

entaspects
of their assigned group

“Fs oe
compote a

teudc ad
uses of that group of.
plants. For example,
the practical

en

fessional m
3, community
meetings or in
on
Last year was the first time
Botany 105
the festival.
Students
and faculty attended but
Sore nee eer et ee

<6

The average amount of blood pumped through the human
heart daily is 2,385 gallons.

SBE

The average heart puripe 680,500 gallons of blood a year.
in “average” situations (with a temperature of 60 to 70
degrees), rigor mortis begins setting in to a dead body in
about four hours and will have developed throughout the
entire body in about 10 hours.

<£2> After death, an average human body will feel cold to the touch
_ @ight to 12 hours after death and will attain the temperature of
the surrounding
air after about 24 hours.
SOURCE: “Atlas of the Human Body,” Rarer

See Festival, page 23

| inden,” "The Human Body Explained”
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death

# Dead bodies

ean,

have a pallor to the skin. .

the reddish tinge to lips and nails begins to disappear.

There le a general relaxing of muscles which causes the body to conform to

the general surace on which it lies.
ties.
ss
the extremi
of ne
limp
e Thereis a pronounced limpness
= The head wil hang loosely and the neck might appear to have been broken.
contents of Both
+ Muscle control of the bladder and bowels disappears and the
may escape from the body.

ic

——

|

* Intemal organs begin decomposing at different times after death and may
also be used in estimating the time of death:
* Pathologists will usually obtain body temperature by cutting into the liver and
ingin it. The average loss of body heat in an environment
a thermometer
plac
of 70 degrees is about 1.5 degrees per hour.

‘Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return.’
Genesis 3:19

A closer look

Death and human decomposition
position. The process is generally subdi-

@ “I’m dead, now what?”
The experts explain what
happens when we die.

vided into five stages: fresh, bloat, active
decay, post or advanced decay, and dry or

skeletal remains.
wihdapapeai

By S.L. Salamone

SCIENCE EDITOR

alain,

“Forensic teams use m

iques

to discover the identity of decomposingor
dismembered remains. They include ex-

amining identifying
skin marks, tattoos,
finEarlier this month the body ofa man was

gerprints, the condition and prior repair

found on the beach near Manila and was
believed to be one of two fishermen who

work on the teeth, metal medical implants,
and the condition of the bones,”Iserson

a month ago while crabbing.
Humboldt County Coroner Glenn

Sipma

said he was 99 percent sure it was

one of the two Gshermen lost at sea. The
man’s wife identified the remains of her

husband by the clothing he was wearing.
Also found this month was the victim ofa

Transportation crews were making road

repairs when a worker saw something in the
_

The accident had taken place the night

before, but the victim was not found until

the following day. The coroner
said the 35year-old man
of traumatic injuries.
Si oun tink ariaealiaes eatin
How identification
is made of mutilated
or badly decomposed
bodies is explained
by the experts that deal with death and its
victims.
Post-death activities have long been a
mystery and what happens to corpsesis, for
the most part,
and sometimes
considered
ble said KerinethV.
Iserson, in his book “Death to Dust.”
Experts can tell the cause of death, how
long the body has been dead, as well as
identification
of the body as a once living,

breathing person with a name and a home

and not just a
Forensic
coroners
and morticians are the people who really know about
what
to the dead.

Establishi

the exact time of death has
. been the most popular research topic in
forensic medicine over the past 150 years
ing to Iserson.

With varying degrees of accuracy, pa-

“Once the heart stops beating, the blood
begins to settle in the parts of the body that
are the closest to the
” Iserson wrote.
“Theskin, becomes paleas the blood drains
out into the larger veins.”
It only gets worse from here. Iserson continues, “By seven days after death, most of

the body is discolored and giant bloodtinged putrid blisters begin to appear. The
skin loosens and any pressure causes the

top layer to come off in
Given

this activity

sheets.”

it’s a wonder si

sie’

initia decay
cy

-,

on

«%

>

ic aineaentt Undertakers
see to it that the body conforms to the ex-

“Although the timing of death plays an important role in criminal
cases, it is more often used to settle questions about who died first
when two or more people appear to have died simultaneously.”
KENNETHV. ISERSON
author

“He (theEseets the physical

work of taking
the
iy wc, wy
diseased, corpse with
pearance,” Iserson wrote, “and tranefont
ing it from a lifeless object to the sculptured

eg

ena

nnone

“Death is a debt we all must pay.”
Euripides, Alcestis, 419
See Web Picks for the latest on death sites

on page 23.

' due to the activities of bacteria

a —

ticians aren’t geen as magicians.
The undertaker’s job
j begins when the

s fresh externally
ag
‘Body appear
but is decomposing internally

lp

;

eu

|.Puen

ee

in the body before

conn
288 anySe ang

Body

‘

swollen by gas produced
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TEMA

tae

Goer

Grad eo eparided

Tho juss

become irregular in shape and unequal in size due to loss of

Bodies
found in water
Due to the many variables affecting the rate of

Kad

decomposition, It le extremely difficult to estimate the time of

muecular control. if the eyes are open, drying of the eyes is more

|

pronounced and distinguished by a thin opaque film over the
eyebalis. The eyeballs lose their firmness and tend to sink in their
sockets
After awhile,
. the color of the eyes becomes yellowish or
reddish brown. Changes

death. However, bodies found in water will show certain
changes which, under certain conditions, may help the

| Coroner determine the time of death. If the water is slightly
warm, theee conditions may be observed:

in the eyes are generally observable within

n hour after death.

2 to 4 hours

ess

Skin of fingers and toes nearly

24to48 hours

—

Hands and soles of the feet nearly

white
and wrinkled
Outer layer of skin separates
from

1 week

deeper layer
a

Skin and nails separate from body

Post mortem lividity
Poet mortem lividity occurs when
the blood in the body settles to the
lowest extremities
after heart
action ceases. Purplish
discoloration
appears on skin of
body areas nearest the surface on

which the body is lying. Post
mortem lividity may appear as

early as one-half hour after death
and becomes
highly pronounced
after four hours. If the body is

moved or the position is changed,
it can be noted by the
discoloration. Movement of the.
body is something
looked for by
coroners
in almost every case.

Maggots do more than eat flesh
pen wounds ) such as those caused by stablie or shooting deaths.
Hurley said the
dt process is complicated
when the body is
at night because

2)

process of attracting flies is accelerated in

Comes

Maggots have been used since the 13th

century to reveal killers and help police
Rigor mortis
Rigor mortis is a general stiffening of the
body caused by a breakdown of enzymes
and the accumulation
of acid in the
muscle tissue. This condition may be

xternally
ternally
| bacteria

afore
produced
ad by the

r.

noticed 3 to 6 hours after death and will
persist for about 12 hours after full
development.
Extreme muscular exertion
immediately
before death will hasten the
setting of rigor mortis in those muscle
groups that were used. Usually the traces
of rigor mortise disappear after 24 hours
and the body once again becomes

relaxed and will remain in this state until
frozen
or embaimed.

HSU entomology instructor Richard
Hurley said whenever a corpse is exposed

the insects
are not active. He also said the
warm weather.
Hurley said once the maggot eggs are
deposited, it usually takes 22 hours before
the eggs are hatched, and about 13 days
before they develop into adult flies.
The
t’s cycle of consuming flesh is
so predictable, forensic entomologists are

to the elements, odors like blood hd urine

able to determine the approximate time of
death. This a science often used to solve
crime mysteries.

rous insects, particularly the blowfly

“Judging the age of the maggots, you can

So much is their love for rotted flesh that
it usually takes less than an hour for female
flies of the species to deposit hundreds of

has been exposed,” he said.
For corpses rotting in underground

let off an scent that is irresistible to carnivo-

en

the minimum amount of time a corpse
graves, it takes coffin flies Phoridae about a
month to burrow through the soil in search
of their human prey. Hurley
said the flies

can get into wooden coffins, and even into
bodies which have been embalmed. Metal
and concrete coffins, however, present a
problem
for the flies.
According
to Kenneth V. Iserson’s book
“Death to Dust,” the first example of insects
a used to reveal a killer occurred in
tid
a body had been slashed
to death with a sickle, a harvesting tool.
Authorities had no leads. The killer was
identified when flies swarmed around his
sickle because the tool had traces of his

victim’s blood.
Hurley said he has worked several times
in Humboldt and Del Norte counties, ex-

amining maggots to determine time of death
in association with coroners, and, on one

occasion, a defense attorney.
So the next time you see maggots devour-

ing a piece of discarded meat, have some
respect— maggots have helped solve more
mysteries than Scooby Doo and Matlock
combined.

Embalming iis a thorough undertaking |
@ After death the body is
prepared for its final
resting place.

sed parts
; as
of decay

Blowflies are also particularily fond of

@ Life cycle of blowflies
help determine time of
death.

pear. Other jewelry and
glasses are removed during embalming and then
replaced onthe body a
TU

ind
9s. Belly
|

cide

dies

the body surface
with a
disinfectant spray. Next,

a
a

The embalmer then washes the body with
warm water, often adding a soapy,

germicidal solution containing bleach to
kill viruses and bacteria.

the embalmer positions

~ the body and relieves rigor mortis by flexing, bending and massaging the arms and
legs. Then he or she will move the limbs to
the legs
on,
usually with
a suitable positi
semi cikaanet tt fie Ge.

to killhvibleac
cidal solution
nsare
and blood
bacteria. Stai
and es
rus
the body
of
hair
and
cleansed from the skin

enters

The modern practice of embalming is
” which concalled “arterial
sists of injecting embalming fluid into the
arterial system and utilizing the whole vasail

and then the hair is washed and styled by
asi All facial hair is
ri

Once the embalming fluid, the major in- removed
of which is

hands ofthe body,

According to the University of California

Irvine Medical School, there is a series of

SS

takes place.

or ha body

“ee SemnIeTaTCrOeD

yng ng in place v0 toy do dep
net

abdoorst
che

> ae tae
Shed ol
(ee chest
the viewers in most funeral homes).
ition makes the body appear

laid ext cn ts anal

table and stripped ofits clothing. Next,
inventory
ihodbaus scant

will be placed in

septa

cores

"Thc embelmerthen washes thebody with
warm water, often adding a soapy, germi-

Anembalming pump i
fluid into the body, usually through the
femoral artery, which is the largest vessel
available. The other primary injection

are the common carotid arteries, lo-

cated on either side of the neck.
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- Crab season

Break out the lemon juice and butter
beef, it is low in calories and fat.
Three to four million pounds

of crab will be processed this

year in the Humboldt Bay area.

However, Arthropoda crustacea,
has an ancient lineage and is not
about to become extinct.
While
the numbers of salmon, otters
and sea lions have declined

, the lowly crab remains
“Each female has the capacity
to carry between 250,000
to 1.5

million eggs at a time and the
unusual aspect of the Cancer
Magister (Dungeness crab) is
that, after mating, females are able

to store sperm for up to two
years,” said HSU professor of
fisheries and expert on the
Dungeness crab, David G.

|. Hankin.

“They breed like rabbits
only
they don't hop,” Zerlang said.

spread
it out,” Zerlang said.

among the crabbers is no harvest-

By the end of the season, there |

ing female crabs.

will only be 10 boats left crabbing
110. Then the
out of an original
season ends and the crabs replenish themselves
over the late sumer and fal. i

Male crabs that are kept are gen-

erally three to four years old. They

are caught in a nylon and wire
“pot” with a one-way opening

baited with squid or fish parts.
There is also at least one “escape
port” to allow undersized crabs to
crawl out.

“Pulling up those pots is hard

“Don’tever buy a

"Firm,

in plastic,”rere
ee
you choose a crab it should be

heavy and have no smell, and

ployee at the Crab Shack. “I did
that for a couple of weeks and
here.”
workinged
to ch
swit

the only kind that’s better is the
kind that runs around on the
counter.”
“People love to put crab in salads, soups and cracked crab
great withth beer,” Hofaker

hours, andas theseason progresses.

But what everyone wants to

work,” said Don Hofaker, em-

n pots will
in the seasothe
be set and harvested every 24

the cycle will be increased
to 48
and eventually 72 hours.
“The crabs are piled up down
there at the beginning
of the seasonand as we take them we have to

know
is, what has 10 legs and scavenges? No, nota crab, my in-laws.

Crabbing
is a major industry

in Humboldt
County and a pastime for many residents. And
while crabs are abundant, the
3

se

LES KAMM/LUMBERJACK STAFF

Don Hofaker, employee at the Crab Shack, holds up a two-andby its claws.
crabness
a-half pound Dunge

@ Crab is a good
source of protein

cooked crab, cover and simmer

and is low in fat.

Crab Shapinoisa favoritedish
of Leroy Zerlang,
owner of the

oe

Then you add one pound of
for five minutes.

|

First you pour olive oil in a pan

and add some conned eee.
Then you bring it to a sizle
and

supply
is not inexhaustable.
“There's nolimitand no quota
during the season and a big boat
can bring in 10,000 pounds of
crab at one time,” Zerlang said.
“As longas they’re six and oneinches across the shoulthey're
fair game.”
The “shoulders” is the widest
part of the crab’s carapace (shell)
which is made of calcified chitin.

Crab Shack in downtown
Eu-

rekaat the foot of C Street. As the
season progresses the crab connoisseurs will eat crab er
wiches with

eens

peppers,to-

green

+ B+ BBS ES EF

matoes and onions, and, of
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ron panel and shirred pillow.”

/darwin.uio.no:8080/~mostarke/

itors
can also read about the
history of cremation, theactual cre-

forensic_entomology.html.

rities

and a list of celebcremated,
at http:/

/elderdavis.com:80/cope/
toc.html.

Dying resources
The Death, Dying and Grief
Resources
page is a master list of

serious links to sites about grief
and healing, aging, suicide, home

forens

cent.

Virtual patients
Medical students can get some
extra practice in with the on-line
Interactive Patient from the

Marshall University School of
Medicine.
A series of Web pages simulates
an actual patient encounter with
the user requesting reports, physical exams and X-rays before sub-

mitting a diagnosis and treatment.

liriks to other Web sites are used
to explain scientific information,
such as ballistics and DNA testSome pictures are graphic and
best left to adult viewers. Start
your sleuthing at http://
www.shadow.net/~mchinsee/

crimescene.html.

loss.
Memorial sites where users offer information about lost loved
ones also exist. Check it out at
http://www.cyberspy.com/

~webster/death.html

The user’s evaluation is critiqued in a return e-mail message.
Play
doctor
at
http://
medicus.marshall.edu/
medicus.htm.

Think You Might
Be Pregnant?

Compiled by Andrew I. Jones

Dark Side
The Dark Side of the Web provides a less-serious look at “cemeteries, funeral homes, and death.”

FREE pregnancy testing

It links to dozens of death-related

all services free and confidential

sites.

Read accounts of people who

' died in accidents
at Disneyland or

The Correlative Anatomy Demserves up horizontal or
onstration
“transverse” slices of the human
body using images from the Visible Human Project at the National
Library of Medicine.
The project will create “anatomically detailed three-dimenions of the male
sional
and female human body.”
Conceivedin 1986,
the project
has cadaver images recorded at
one millimeter intervals.
This
provides a handy
dlickable model of the body for
selecting
ints. Take
ental
at
visible_human/atlas.html.

a celebrity “death pool” where

Crisis Pregnancy Center

users guess which celebrities will
die this year. Delve in at http://
cascade.cascade.net/dceme.html

.

607 F Street, Arcata
822-7039

Embalming
Thecurious canlearnaboutemare pre— how bodies
ing
pared after they arrive at a funeral
home — from the Departmentof
and Neurobiology at the
Anatomy
of California Irvine.
University
_http://
at
in
Tune
meded.com.uci.edu:80/

~anatomy/willed_body/
wbpel5.htm.

We'll match your qualifications with our a
of 300,000 non-government funding sources.
that you sare
tee a minimum of 6 source
qualified to apply for or your money back.

Insect infestation
lay eggss in
What kinds ofinsect

Cremation
No questions are left unan-

swered at Elder Davis’ Cremation
Web site. Plan for the future with

bodies left out in “the elements?”
used to estimate
How are insects
time and cause of death?

Don’t delay... get the money for education which
you don’t have to pay back. Call or writeus today
for an application.

the company’s plush line of creEntomologist
leaves no stone unturned at http:/

UMAR & ASSOCIATES
24650 Diamond Ridge, Hayward, CA 94544
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HSU Alumni

Hired as state ecologist

@ Get work
experience while

od

still in school
alumni advises.

Te
ee aes
ence and thatit, alongwith experi-

icin

.

said that his educa-

ence working for state parks while
still a student, helped him get his
current position.
“Starting in the summer after

By Tamavy McCarthy

my third yearat HSU I got my first
seasonal job as a park aid in GrizHSU graduate Ken Anderson
was recently named State Park Re-

source Ecologist. Anderson gradu-

ated from HSU in 1980 with a

bachelor’s degree
in resource plan-

zly State Park,”
he said.

Anderson recommends that stu-

dents in all majors get job experience while they are still in college.

“The sooner you start workingin

ning and interpretation.
Some of Anderson’s favorite
professors were John Sawyer,
James Smith and Charles Anderson. “They really did help give me

“I have successfully competed

impact our forests,”he

wee
my experience. Most

employers
will hire a person with
ten years
over
a person
with
a master’s degree,”
he said.

Anderson also emphasized the
importance of
ing the current job market. “While I was in

college, I looked where all the hiring was and at the time, when I was
in school, it was in range conservation,
” he said.

He also recommends
that those
who plan on working for the forestry service “take as many tests

STAFF

A rose is a rose
unless it’s a rock

Early job experience can even make a person
with a bachelor of arts or a bachelor of science
degree more likely to get a job than a person
with a higher degree who lacks experience.

direction in natural resources.

They hadalot ofenthusiasm which

is kind of contagious,” Anderson

said. Many of Anderson’s teach-

ers still teach at HSU.

Anderson’s job has many facets

to it. “I help to manage the botanical and wildlife resources from

Mendocino to the Oregon border,” Anderson said.

Anderson also serves as a specialist in environmental regulations, such as those that protect

e

ce

3ee!

fish, wildlife and trees. ff make
sure timber companies don’t ad-

Rock roses, Cistus, is a

State Park Resource Ecologist
your field, the more competitive
you will be,” he said.
Early job experience can even
make a person with a bachelor of

and get on as many hiring lists as

possible,” since thejobeare highly
competitive.

Anderson said he is happy to be

arts or a bachelor of science de-

back in Humboldt County. “It

one
person with a higher degree who
lacks experience, he said.

took me 15 years to get back to this

estry Building.

area. It’s good to be back.”

© Colored Paper

Recycled Paper

$ Enlargements

$ Binding

Reductions
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shrub native to the Mediterranean
Coast. The blossoms are deep pink with
centers.
The shrub
blooms profusely during
the spring.
Rock roses can
be found around the For-

Oniversity
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Rollins
to play at HSU
Instinct serves well for tenor sax legend
Rollins simply refuses to do, due

in

to one

i

reviewo f

year “Colossus” was

want phe
Gor val

‘*:

though he has been

\

his uniquely raw improvisational

}

gam

style

\# 4am

since the release of his

his

technique
to a “thematic approach”
used
in

{

lauded by critics for

\'

clas-

Rollins comes from the school

arocrfun outoutand Thigh schostinthe
in the
*50s
playi
bop
Bud

Powell

it hard for me to just be natural and

I took some time off to improve my
skills. 1 wanted to do some more
” poe hac
,
Rollins
said ever since then he
avoids reading reviews and never
lets the opinion of others influence

his work. Instead, he relies on his
instinct whenever he composes
and
plays
a new piece.
“I trust the fact that the same
inner desires and fires that were
burning in me back then still ex-

Flanagan, j at DY
es
Ww,
ohnette
ifton
And

as
and

very painful. I never listen
to it.”
. Hesaid other musicians
may listen
Thelonious
Monk, alto
to
their
recordings
to
critique
their
great Charlie “Bird” Parker and
playing style, but this is a practice
trumpet player Miles Davis.

Sonny Rollins
sical music. Rollins
Schuller’s diatribe,

personal fulfill °

ment and aeied: aces has
been to neverlook
backat his
previous accomplishments.
“In this business
you really don’t have time to look
back. It’s a tough
business,”
he said. “Evenat this stage

Yo

career just
late 1940s
with hard
pianists

ing to me,” he said. “It mademe

te ei. toto his

—<—oc
of hard bop and is one of the last
livingjazz
legends. The New Yorkborn musician
grew up during the

pet

I didn’t feel up to that billing so

For tenor saxophone player
mercial success, al-

licity,
but it was sort o

pra

Stream
jazz
movementin
the

of Rollins’

sconill all time and space. It is an
art form which continues
to evolve
with each musician's own evolution.
“Jazz isa spiritual
thing. There's
some kind of spiritual and social
connection between people who

8

aware of what I was doing. It made

COMMUNITY EDITOR

Rollins, jazz music tran-

penons Caring

released, musicologist Gunther
Schuller, co-founder of the Third

By Vanessa L. Payne

Sonny

“In°59 I was being hailed as the

said
flat-

tering,
made him feel so self con-

scious about his
playing he hadto
take leave from the jazz scene
for a

little while.

in my life it’s hard. You have to
practice.
There is no time to remi-

successful time periods, Rollins

said helooks forward to something
new every time he plays.
“As a musician a a8 hates to
think that my best years are behind
me, I hope my favorite job is the
next one I do. As far as an artist is
concerned, he has to co

= a be ape ene
stad Diase
house. He
cordings
founding

grewup

oe

listeningto jazz

tetedines es tinea’ s
remembers hearing reof Louis Jordan, the
father of rh
and

blues. It was Jordan,
one of Rollins’
childhood
favorites, who had an

impact on Rollins’ decision to bea

musician.

“There was a nightclub across
the street from my elementary
school and one day I saw an eightby-ten glossy of Jordan in the win-

dow. [looked at thatand said ‘Well,
that’s it. I’m going to be a musician.” Itall came together then,” he

said.

reve.
his mother put him
and his older brother and sister
through
piano lessons, he has
never had any formal musical train-

ing.

“in many ways I’m self-taught,”

nisce — just working, practicing

he said. “In a way I wish I would

Rather than look backat
the days
of old and think of his life and his
careerin terms
of favorite or most

around people who played a lot.”

have had a real university education, but I was fortunate to be

See Rollins, page 30

Baltic violence spawns creativity in students
@ Five exchange
students visit ©
HSU from Latvia
and lend insight
through art.

entire wall —t o Atvara’s digitalimagery-manipulation
and sculp-

primarily
are growing as artists to

ture.

the world we live in,” Emse said.

Mjurka’s
work will be on display
ee
“We came to the United States
to
ienc
quiet
but have instead noticed that American art is
filled with violence,”
said

By Pete Chenard
For fiveart students on exchange the

from Latvia, a country along the
Baltic Sea that was part of the body

of countries
that seceded violently
from the Soviet Union,
coming to
the United States was
to
be an escape from conflict.
Rather, it has served as a realiza-

25, who works in
Mjurka,
HSUceramics
lab.

“But when you have
faced this violence daily,
you are not tempted to
show it one more time.

spiri

the five sudents: Use Eve,

Saini
wrth

ta

Emse works on campus with fel-

Fine Art Academyin Latvia's capitol “for four to five years” before

" Repriln of the dichotomy

iding to come to the United
States “for further enlightenment.”
“This is our first time being so
far away from home for so long,”

low exchange
student Bruvelis in
they
experienced between
their homeland
and the quiet they

Atvara said, “but we like Arcata

because people smile

“We came to the United States to
experience quiet but have instead noticed
that American art is filled with violence.”
UNA MJURKA
exchange student

at their artwork, one

would be hard pressed to tell it was

ade me bo rey
i

est

Virginia

have found in Arcata, the artists

said they are striving to understand
life’s ambiguities through creative

Utilizing rich hues and serene

. Four of the five students
have
been at HSU since fall semester
and will be returning home to

images shown by the

Mjurka is in her second year at
HSU and will be attending
gradu-

f|

ES
st

;

Each of the five studied art at the

and nature
here pro-

vides a richer and
more colorful envi-:
ronment toliveinand

:

"i

the
media

grisly

of war

torn

Bosnia-

~ Herzegovina— 1,000 miles (1,600
kilometers) to the south.
“Weare

ing

new

and finding new inspiration but

ate school at San Jose State in the

fall.
“The mediums
may be different
but we all have something to say
about life’s triumphs
short-

and stimulates feelings — the most
primitive feelings, nature realizes,

in color. I struggle to isolate that
moment of change between the
portrait of internal and external
concerns.”
Emse’s artist statement suggests

that she enjoys working in ceramics and silk-screens because it satisfies her interest in line and form.
“In my work I try to show an

interplay between harmony and
conflict because they are created

Sicilia, hee

it is frigid and rather

desolate,
we enjoy the
smallest flower—it is
like a miracle,”

tion that violence is universal
— a
ative

better understand ourselves and

comings,” Mjurka said.

Mijurka said.
All of the students
left their jobs
in magazines, advertising or museum work to come to the United

Each student has an artist statement on the east wall of the lounge
with a
iption of their
art and
t life.
Kaulaca said in her artist's statement that her paintings
are an expression of the external world
within her internal
world.
“I’ve paid
particular
attentionto
color (which) constantly reveals

For Bruvelis, silk-screening is a

process.
“Each work is a new journey
into the
— I almost
never know what will happen
next,” Bruvelis stated.
“It’s like jazz — I know notes,
feel music and may i
ise.”

The students are finding an
er
foe 2 adore
verse and unique expression
American culture.
Still, there is that one item of

interest that seems to reflect an-

other universal
for all world travel-

ers and provide a reason to return
home:

See Latvians, page30

players are hitting the libraries
trying to find nearly 6,000 multiple-choice questions like

“What do the streetsigns
say in
‘Beauty and the Beast?” The
New York Public Library re-

iving
week and the

tion Picture Arts and Sciences’

into automobile history this

Library has a recording to tell

summer due its connection
with

folks it won't answer Disney

Volkswagen.
The
is sponsoring
22 showsof the band’s summer

queries
during the contest.
Obviously
they aren’timpossible to answer because the $1
million prize has been claimed

tour and manufacturing three

special “Bon Jovi” Golf models. The autos will start at
26,500 deutsche marks (about

$44,000) and will come with
Bon Jovi-monogrammed key
rings, floor mats and leather
Unfortunately, “Slippery

When Wet” signs will only take
ona new meaning for drivers in
Europe.
¢ Move over “Jeopardy.”
Now there’s something even
tougher — the McDonald’ssponsored Disney Video Masa
“ seems the contest that debuted March 29 is causing some

50 calls
in one
of Mo-

already.

° Dan Aykroyd is back
to do
a little
. The star
will host “Psi Factor,” asyndicated TV series which uses dramatizations
to
explain
paranormal phenomena.
Some topics to be explored
include vampire goat killers,
man-eating fleas and people
who have had psychic experi-

ences.
¢ Madonna isn’t the only

Pope-hated crooner taking on
the joys of motherhood. Irish
singer Sinéad O’Connor, 29,
gave birth to her second child, a

girl, in late March.

large McHeadaches. Perplexed

ar oy cst

eat

LOG

RTC ee Ate

ee

The HSU Calypeo Band, above, will perform Friday at 8 p.m. in Van Duzer Theatre with the
CSU Long Beach Steel Drum Orchestra. Directed by Eugene Novotney of HSU and Michael
Carney of CSU Long Beach, the combined group will number more than 50 musicians and
will be one of the largest ensembies of its kind ever to appear on the West Coast. The two
bands have performed together over the last six years in such places as Arcata, Sacramento,
n
and Los Angeles.
Stockto

— Carrie Bell

//lumberjack.hu mboldt.¢
Pyi

DLE
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915 H St, Arcata

. PRESENTS
May S

Calypso Band with

May &

| University Singers
Humboldt Chorale

e

CSU Long Beach Stee! Band
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Band Festival
Humboldt

Symphony
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Concert to reveal Brownies’ true ingredients
grounds,” he said. “Basicallywe oF we might just go with ( a side-

nd
plod greg die ge “yey
r yn
roots reggae, rockabilly
, ska,

a
one

oy

Kahihikolo

wid tes

new album

,
The enerresult
has ledc to *ena
geti
titledti
“Ducve
kand ly
Cover,”
Velowman Lat so Bowlngsnd be in stores within the next six

ee
Friday willbeoneofHumboldt

— However, opening

Coun
last chanc
cut arog
es to's
ty

Fishbo
andneThe

to the ska-reggae-f
groovink
es of than
The
Brownies, whowillplayaben-

efit for KRFH in
Buchanan

more

months ago

HSU's Kate

were

ances.

mances for at least the next three

Kahihikolo

months and perhaps for good,ac-

_. 8

old material wenever

enaipes ae comee Oat eiatvce

ee

an

Tides

oe

the “We won't wear you out on just bo um
.

touring band’s final three perfor.

Sepa

slots for

five

Room.
band’s last
Theshowwillbeoneofthehard- live appear-

a

=

P

i

some
in ti
September
to do
me

ON@ style.

TIM KAHIHIKOLO
The Brownies

said at that

“wratires

“Nothin’
iginal.”

In the

meantime,

ifs, DAW

;

Nation.

SY

OF

KRF

The Brownies will perform Friday in what could be one of their
as a group.
last performances
>

:

ghly

danceable

“bre

sound” across the
Kahihikolo
described the band’s signature
brand of music as “a jukebox of
sounds.”

AA

a

ties

‘

RS:

eet
ise

thieg

RTRs

Bh Cepber

950

REN

Bay Area for their last show, a May

weorveneal

24 gig featuring
all previous band
members that Kahihikolo called

les are excitedto play in Arcata.

“the last Brownies
bash.” He said
the band’s future after that is “up in

pr

“Questions about The Brown- the air.”
ies’stylearethemostaskedandthe § “The Brownies might reform
hardest to answer, because we with a couple of (previous)
memcome from so many different
back- bers, we might reform all the way,

“We do realwell up there, eopeArcata,”
he said.
“We're
TedshaneStistiinasi'the

Works or the University

Ticket

Office, $7 at the door. Must be 18
or have student
I.D.

ARCATA BOWL
PIN ROOM

Classified Ads

Work!

The Lumberjack

| Chorale to j oin University :
Singers in performance

NORTHTOWN
WOULD
D2 Ob
MATERIALS » CUSTOM

FRAMING

The University Singers will perform with the Humboldt
Chorale Sunday in Van Duzer Theatre.

For your Graduation Celebration

Hannaford said.

and he uses a
Among the many sweeping
re- and spirituality
highly
chromatic
or colorful
forms made by the council was a
loosening
standardsto ee
accommodatei
musicin
the liturgy. The “Missa Luba” is The University Singers will
considered
the earliest example of meemeenneeeaecarn ene
to
the liturgical
reform and the music ral music ranging from
celebrates
the church's recognition folk to Hispenie and Venesuof indigenous music.
are
acsie tics,
The Humboldt Choralewill also Sha,
of the very bestsisingersat
perform “Ave Maria,” an eight-part some
motet by Anton Bruckner,
to celebrate the centennial anniversary
of his death.
“Bruckner
is considered one of
the finest choral composers
of the
19th century,” Hannaford said.

i
ic music
from the
CnadlueWobheaver

esuelan songs.

The Humboldt Chorale will
perform the “Missa Luba,”

which is a Mass based on African-folk melodies and rhythms.
“The Mass received its first

Seema

lowing the Roman Catholic
Church’s

second

Vatican

Council in the early 1960s,”

aneeep

lumberjack.
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Theater Arts to give a dose of ‘Oedipus’
complex in new version of Greek play

29

|‘Menof

|

| Chelm’
wanders

The HSU theater arts department is putting on anew version of
Ki
aus th the King”

at |

zi

‘Theatre this week.

Hall

.

“Oedipus,”
written by
Sophocles,
was the favorite play of
Aristotle and is widely considered
the greatest play ofancient
Greece.
It has now been rewritten
by HSU
fine arts graduate student Shan-

Wine is like wisdom. It
takes a little aging, says one
character in the play “The
Wise Men of Chelm.”
Unfortunately
in the small

: polish town of Chelm, wis-

non Wittman.

dom runs a little dry.

archaic

“The

the Greek gods
a

ee

the play accessibleto 1996 audiences.

Jason Esquerra awakens from a nightmare as Oedipus while Sienna Neleon, as Jocasta, looks on.
5
:
:

A “We have God in this play, not

a

llo, ”

director Michael

oma sad. “We're not wearing

Greek costumes, but

- =

ee

clothes

be pinned

seome ruth

homae

gai, « cisthrownmanyobstacles
ing

enoneees

relevantto
day,

it.”

antes

the lives

of people to-

set but we are still keeping the basicmytha
story there, onlymaknd

“It’s about honesty, truth, courage. Howdowepursuetruth?How

c

little white lies to make moments

ing it more palata
to 1996.
bleThe

is to takea very old

ond mabe itrelate vo 1996, Ite a2

there are questions left unan-

a

He said

ipus”

is one of the

Taking the audience through an

in his path to find out about him- most studied plays in history,
self, but he

toa

|
9.
Wechangedt
hecostume(and)

; nonthis;
“Therearevolumeswritte

is fun for both

pl . Thereare shelves ofvolumes

ings.

Wittman.

Thomas a

is the

be found out.” _ing) on the outside looking
andstood
under
Thomas said another age old Se
ee

question is a major theme in the

easier? Do we face it

Tiniananiiiien,

thingsabouthimself.Howhedeals

Of the main theme of the

in and
to

offer what’s import
to ant
me to a

»” Thomas said.
of the great things
about
thethat
peoplerdon’t realize
ate

Some of us believe more of that,

Witsaid,
“Yes itnis the
tma

i Kaen celts cmetinnses

some of us less. Howeverweasthe

to consid
about er
your life and

_preta
Theretio
are different
ns. in-

we leave. people

with what he discover
is the scor- for truth. Sometimes searching for audi
... have
different
inter- aboutpeoplearound you. Wehope
en
ce
nerstone ofthe play.
truh

“Oeisdip
aman whous
isatrue

can destroy you, literally.

Maybe we don't want to know the

cific Art Center Children’s

Theater, tells the story of
three men who are fools.
However,
in Chelm, no one

in the town can tell they are
fools
and no one from outside the town can convince

im“! enjoy pulling out what's

That’sthegeniusofit.

:
little lies to our children because _ viduals or are there forces outside today, ” Wittman said, “is hopeofaking _ it’s conven
orlies ien
to the boss?”
of us that are managing
t
our lives. _ fully at theend ofeach performance

out some

of

There's 00 much in there to be portant theme-wise. I enjoy (be-

do we handle truth? Do we use

like

intelligenandt complicated sto

exciting challe
for menge
to make our hero in the play? How about _ free will ... are we totally free indiitalive today.”

who

Men

Chelm,” presented by the
V;
Players
at the Pa-

© Cem claeam en ond te

to
Cities and rivers
Greek costumesin an effort to make

Wise

thinking

_terpret
in thisatio
play. Ins
think deeply about themselves.”

very

the Vagabond Players. “It’s
for children but
should be enjoyable to all

ages.

The three “wise” men are
a mayor, a school instructor

and a young man who de-

sires to see the world. Por-

trayed by Jim Deal, Mark

See Chelm, page 30

Jane Good, M.A.
Marria
Family ° Child
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© MFCI2310
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individu
Couple, Family
al,and
Group Counseling

° Payctiothanapy ©

® Childhood Abuse Recovery

© Gay and Lesbiissues
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© Godly image isoues

© Transitions

* Student Rates
_

© Evening Appointments

917 3rd St., Eureka ¢ 443-0642
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Largestj; Selection of NEW CDs
~

on the North Coast

THE METRO
858 G St+ ARCATA*ON THE PLAZA

4453155
OPEN SEVEN DAYS

a

leave with a brilliant |
bright idea, and

"Ns

project.

“For Musicians ...

Full Color
Prints at $1.98 from our
7"
Apple Color Laserwriter
12/600 PS

By Musicians”
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2021 Sth Street, Eureka 445-3334
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Chelm

Latvians
© Continued
from page 25
“We like the people
and

Jeri Oliphant, D.V.M.

eSur

¢Den

Wendy Lipman, D.V.M.
¢Medicine
¢Geriatrics

© Continued
from page 29

conclusions and twist things
t in solid performances. All
abe have a series of comical

the customs
but aside from
our families there is one

around,” Holck said.
Although
“The Wise Men of

and confusing adventures

things we miss more than

which never are resolved in the
conventional
way. Their lack of
common sense is made up in
their beliefin their own blurred
reasoning.

eVaccinations
¢Boarding
Appointments: (707) 822-2402

One wise manhearsofatrain
which can travel to Warsaw ina
day and arrive there in the
middle of the night. He asks his

i

friend: What would I be doing
in Warsaw in the middle of the

night?

Another
wise man falls off the
roof and when told that a fall
like that must have killed him,
he tries to convince others that
he is dead.
“It’skind ofdeep seeing fools

about life in the United

States, they will have plenty
to talk about overa few slices

of black bread upon their
return to Latvia.

:

ages of the actors

from 11 to 35, but despite

se range the high qa of

acting

1s consistent

the cast.
.
Foradultsand children alike,

cule
«eddcon
a
‘way to
spend an hour and a half
of a

weekend, evening or afternoon.

Rollins
° Continue
from paged25
:

seen alot of

suffer
and end

up in dire straits
the music
was notaccepte
then, not thatiti
d

cared atm ely ly acepednow.”

teens and began Playing paid

sie

the

Bronx

Despite a lack of appreciation

AAT

receiving
the kind of high-proee ion it deserves.
“People
are finally
realizi
how great
jazz is,” Rollie said,
said
“America

Ee

» the early years ofjazz and

that my best years are behind me,

shatendured,bocs | hope my favorite job is the next

cians have endured,
both
—
and economi-

one
| do.”

SONNY ROLLINS
jazz musician

we lived for,” he said.

for jazz in its brief history,due

to the discriminationof

just

b

e

°

to

realize what a
art
form it is. It will be here
foreons.”
~
Rollins
began his tour-

arearofupper Man- “As a musician who hates to think

hattan. He remembers

is

ing

season
for the year in

F

in New

York.

wilWest beCoastthe tetstops ofthrough
sre

Washington.
andgon
Ore
He and his band are also
scheduled
to perform at

theP. eruggia Festival in Italy

Breakfast, Lunch& Dinner

eRoasterS&

Hew Open? days a week af 7:00 em

NOW open (from 6 am. to 6 p.m.)
in the Sunny Bree Shopping Center
across from Murphy's Market
10% eff if you bring your owe mag!
%

fall line of eopeeese dviake
% pastries %
%

fresh roasted coffee

%

JAPAN ANIMATION® ROCK, REGGAE & JAZZ VIDEOS* CONTEMPORARY *

“Things weren't great and _ black jazz musicians
in the United and the Montreal
Jazz Festival
we didn’t
work steadily. I've States, Rollins said jazz is finally in June and July.

" HORROR/S
© FOREIGN ¢ FILM
CI-F
NOIR * CLASSICS
I ,

400 G Street*ArcataeCA
?
— 826-1105
|
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Crew peaks
in nick of time
@ Strong weekend

has HSU looking
toward PCRCs. —

frie teko ace te

end off in an effortto

By Jeff Viera

|

onli May 11-12.
The ‘Jacks finished up their regatta schedule by putting together
Sicha

performance last

weekend by winning three events
at the Cascade Sprints in Tacoma,
Wash.

HSU finished first in the Varsity
Lightweight Four, Lightweight
Novice Four and Junior Varsity
Four divisions. The Varsity Lightweight Eight and Novice Four finished third. The Novice
Eight took
sixth. All of these finishes were
among a field
of mostof
the crew programs in the Pacific
Northwest.

“It’s a little scary,” Meiggs
said.
“{ don’t know if we are hiting are
peak orif we just passed
our peak.”
The Secoeeienmadexben:
ing two schools who have posted
similar results with HSU this year.
The ‘Jacks finished ahead of Western W;

Comparing
re-

sults with the other, Seattle Pa-

cific, the "Jacks beat out the Fal-

cons in all three races where HSU

Lake Natomain Sacramento. Itwill
be the third time this season in

Sa

er compead

eats

"The team is attempting to find
its fastest combination. Mciggs said
the team will seat race all this week
and next Monday.
They then will give each rower
an ergometer test. It is a 2,000meter race on a rowing machine
which measures time and power

output.

The final seating arrangements
are expected to be announced on

Tuesday.
Meiggs expects to enter boats in
the Novice Four, Novice lightweight Four, Varsity Lightweight
Givin Eight
youceutEh
e

Visions.

ea ticed,
Malattie
several schools from the Pac-10
Conference will take part in the

PCRC activities.
“Our goal is to make the Grand

Finals at PCRC,” Meiggs said,

“With the Pac-10 schools it will be

still
it is ,
butnge
a tougher challe

our goal.”

The Grand Finals are for the top
two finishers in each of the pre-

liminaries. The third and fourth
place make the Petite Finals.

rm

—

7

Even the Woodley island fisherman statue has been unable capture the Novice Four team.

NCAC Champion ‘Jacks not ready to let up
@ Softball team has
Western Region
playoff bid in sights.
Sy ioe

are

The HSU softball team closes
outits conference
season this week-

end fixed on not letting up.

Sa
eae
a half lead over second place UC

help
help clear SooTte
the piesa

be

mederhe

released today.
It is most likely HSU or Davis
will host the
Cheek said
the host site will be determined by
who the third team is. He added
the
proximity
of the

third school will make the dif

HSU needs one win to seal up
the Northern California Athletic
Conference
crown and almost as-

to host,” Cheek said. “Its
an advantage
to sleep in your
own bed

“iver
to win both

“We put in a good

tation

and get up the next day and play.”

Evenif the ‘Jacks
are swept by

” Coach

25 at the Arcata Sports Complex
(11-6
and 6-5).

If HSU sweeps, they also will

break a team record for best con-

HSU clinched a share of the
crown with sweeps over Sonoma
(3-0, 8-3) and San Francisco
State
(13-3, 16-2) last weekend.
Senior Jennifer Fritz, playing in

her last home game, hit for the
cycle scoring four times and added
five RBIs. The first baseman was
named NCAC Player of the Week
for the second straight week and

third time this season.

Erin Raethke recorded
two wins

in the pitching circle. The freshman struck out seven and only

game on Saturdayat

gave up one earned
run. She was
named NCAC Player of the Week

Frank Cheek said. “We have the
one regioual playols, held M
The regional
ay

Sonoma State to graba share of the
tide.
HSU, whois 20-2 in conference

and Davis as the top two seeds.

meetings against Chico (9-11, 20$1) this year. The last time they

The third and final seed is still up

met, HSU swept the Wildcats Feb.

the Wildcats,
Davis would still have

it wanting

10-11, will most likely see HSU

citation teat home run Wh toummatee.

me aechgeeyy

ence of who gets the playoffs.

aa

Seriiat Citas, ik

Hills and Cal State

Davis, travel to Chico State Friday

for a 1 p.m. doubleheader.

’
PHOTOGRAPHER
SPORTS ELD
KEITH SHEFFI

for grabs with four teams (Portland Suse, Sonoma Sate, Cl State

ote

eee

for the second time this season.
Kathryn Hu

also had a

strong weekend.
freshman,
who is
bating .512 in conference
broke the
school’s stolen base
single-season record .
:

HCAG Plichor
of the Week:
Erin Reethke (HSU)

ese223F
“SERBS

68882822

NCAG Player of the Week:
Jennifer
Fritz (HSU)
1. Jennifer Fritz
2. Courtney Watson
3. Andrea Ennis (Hay)-.413

Tile
Conference:
Week in

if
if

DROP-IN

RECREATION
HOURS

2. Erin Reethke
(HSU) 22-4
3. Brenda Scalley (Sonoma)
19-7

NEW EXPANDED DROP-IN

Men'sTrack and Field Leaders

RECREATION SCHEDULE
Sunday:
Wednesday:

12-2:30pm
7-9pm

100 meter

West Gym

Tuesday:

7-9pm

West Gym

SWIMMING
Mon.-Fri.

‘
7-8am

—

Pool

1. Peter Fain (SFSU)-1:53.78
2. Rio Anderson (HSU)-3:57.71
3. Brent Butler (SF)-3:59.57

200 meter

VOLLEYBALL
12:15-2:45

1,500 meter

1. Joe Waters (HSU)-11.09
2. Akinshe Paige (Chico)-11.10
3. Sandy DeBarbieri (Chico)-11.11

West Gym
West Gym

Sunday:

Stanislaus
at SF State
Sonoma
St. at SF State
Hayward
at UC Davis
HSU at ChicoSt.
UC Davis at Sonoma St. (1)

2.;°

1. dow Waters (HSU)-22.08
2. Tony Jones (SFSU)-22.11
3. Skip Long (Davis)-22.42

1. Rlo Anderson (HSU)-9:02.96
2. Dave Braden (Davis)-9:17.48
3. Evan Sjostrom (HSU)-0:10.41

400 meter
1. Jos Waters (HSU)-40.40
2. Jessie Guerrero (SFSU)-49.64
3. Erle Scott (HSU)-46.90

10,000 meter
1. Eric Ricketts (Chico)-30:38.81
2. Jose Bustamante (Stan)-31:00.55
3. Jason Dressler (HSU)-31:23.00

et ane
1, Peter Fain (SFSU)-1:53.78

110 mater hurdles
1. Brent Tocher (HSU)-15:06

ClarleThompeon (HBU)-1:

Alenemy
(SF)-18:08
3. Tyeon Thomas (Stan)-1:55.57 88.13 3.2. Jer
Sean Woolley (Davie)-15.16
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Huge Kokatat
Sunday:
"Lok

30 - 50 %
OFF Sale!...

2:30-5pm
East Gym
For Additional Drop-in
Hours In The Coming
Weeks
Bring valid studentID

e Selected Watersports

Clothing, Including...
e Assorted Dry Tops. mg.sie
|
Now... $109.

Fall 1996 Intramural Sign-Ups begin
on Monday, August
26th at Sam.
Arrive early to reserve a spot.

All Spring 1996 Student
Teams Can
Pick-Up Their Forfeit Fee In The
Intramural
Office Mon.-Fri.

e Polartec

,

Shirts. reg. 962

Now... $38.

%

|

© Paddling Jackets. i.e
Now... $54. m2
| ¢ S/S Paddling Tops. n.90

:
Now... $19. &
1995 Clearance
Sale, Now at...
rare

Celuatiatiae
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t hurdles to national marks
Tatherwes “tind of
It’s not often a student transfers

from a junior college

and sets a

school record in the first track meet

“I started training a little earlier

of the season.

after that season,” he said.

Enter history junior Brent
coaches.

“The University of Colorado

ee

UC Davis in March. He has since
improved his time to 52.61 seconds, also a national provisional

kn

came on,

a

my gradesdidn’t meet up to their
standards.”
=

Tocher’s college situation was
complicated when his parents

moved

to Grant’s Pass, Ore.

Tocher soon discovered CR was
the closest junior college with a

track program.

“I didn’t even hear about CR

until a couple of months before I

went there,” he said.
build up my speed so I went out for
track. tt worked. I got a whole lot
faster.”

Tocher and his family moved to
Tucson, Ariz. prior to his junior
year. It was here in the desert sun
that things began to click into place
“I
gore

body started

tomate,"
hoasid.
“Taleo
worked
harder.
my

“I didn’t realize until I got to
Arizona that I was kind of good at
track.”
Tocher’s Arizona opponents
would most likely agree that

If first impressions had been

more influential in Tocher’s life,

he would have left the North Coast

without looking back.

“Honestly I kind of hated it up

here,” he said. “What they consid-

ered warm was still kind of cold for
me.”

Tocher, however, quickly de-

veloped a more optimistic view of
college life.
“I enjoyed it because I was away
from home,” he said.

Despite an initial case of nerves

at the thought of running at the

college level, Tocher found early
success with the Corsairs. He fin-

The extra

traini

id off, as

Tocher finished
sinordl at the state
championships his sophomore

year.

:

“After the year was over,” he

said, “I started to wonder where |

was going to go.”
An almost prophetic meeting
took place when Tocher
met HSU
CoJames
ac
Willi
hams ina grocery

store in Eureka.

“I thought Coach Williams was
the best choice for me to do the
best with my ability,” Tocher

said.”

Tocher has since proved valuable to the Lumberjacks, leading
the Northern California Athletic
Conference in both the 400 and
110 hurdles this season. He also
said he is proud to associate his
accomplishments with HSU.
“When other scholarship

schools see HSU,”he sai“Id,
want
them to say, ‘Whoa! These guys
are here to compete.”
Despite his provisional qualify-

ing time, Tocher said he does not

feel secure about earning a berth at

nationals.
“I can’t take it for granted, I’m

going to nationals,” he said.

ij

ITH

SHEFFIELD/

SPORTS

PHOTOGRAF

CR junior transfer, Brent Tocher, broke the
record
in the
400-meter hurdles the first time he put on an HSU uniform.
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J teks to get final tune-up before NCAC finals
and hurdler Marti McCoy said.

@ Track and field

team hoping to add
NCAC qualifiers.
Jeff Viera

“It’s a good way to practice and
improve your time.”
—_-

The HSU coaching
staff usually

limits the travel squad for the final
-meet before conference finals, but

.

this year will be a little different.

The HSU track and field team
will get its last chance to add conference
qualifers
at the Chico Invitatio
:
For those who have
qualified, it will be a chance for a

final tune-up for the Northern Cali-

fornia Athletic Conference
Championships held May 8-11 in San
Francisco.

“Itcanonly
be positive,” sprinter

HSU will send a larger amount
of competitors because of the
weather conditions at the Cal-Ne-

than their specialty.
McCoy will runin the 200-meter
and 400 events this weekend. She
has participated
in only the hurdles
for much of the season.
“I am looking forward to doing

something new,” she said.

Rio Anderson,
who is second in
the nation in the steeplechase,
will
probably participate in the 1,500

vada Relays last weekend. With
igh winds, individuals were not

this weekend.
“I'd like to qualify
in the 1,500
and hopefully get another All-

fore, the
i
is hopingto
send the team into the NCAC

American

the conching vali hoping

championships on a more positive
note.

Several participants will also
look to improve in events other

ti

classes, all levels, all

ages, private or in group

$e5ohyars

former instructor
of l'Alliance
Francaise
25 years
experience

(707) 822-0528
bebe ie

sooo wa at

Arcata,
CA 95521

© 707-825-7207©

Rio Anderson hopes to his improve marks at the Chico Invite.
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On Tap
THURSDAY

NIGHT

6 Pulte TO MIBMEOHT

75

1.50 . 3.50
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_AAACTARNAMAN'S
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CORONA BOTTLES
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HSU not police state, undercover
cop not the problem

|

98

-

T wo weeks ‘til finals...

In recent weeks, many students have compared the use of an unde
r-

cover police officer in the residence halls to Nazi Germany and covert

police actions.

Although a violation of trust among students in the residence halls
occurred, the fact is the law was broken. The administration has received

4

numerous reports of drug activity within the residence halls and Vice

President for Student Affairs Edward “Buzz” Webb thought this was the

necessary action.

The school is essentially the landlord of the residence halls and as
landlords, have the right to ensure thatillegal activities don’t occur within
them. All residents sign a contract obligating them to Housing and

Sa

Dining’s policies for the nine months that they live there. That contract

was viol
whenat
the ed
students broke the law.

However, trust needs to be restored in the resihall
decommu
ncnity.
e
A way to restore the trust among students would be for administrators

and students to sit down and talk, instead of perpetuating the parent/
child disciplinary relationship, which is currently in place.
An undercover cop was used as a last resort. The school needs to
enforce other ways of controlling the sale and use of illegal drugs. There
are tales of living group advisers participating in drug activity with
students. If thisis true, how can LGAs assertauthority over the residents?
It is unrealistic to have these students live with, befriend and discipline

This Is the new guy from Sweden.
He wants fo hook up...

their peers.

Rules regarding drug use in the halls need to be enforced. Ifthe school

wants to keep drugs and drug dealers out of the halls, it has to put some

teeth into its existing
drug policies.

To bring about change constructive discussions must

between students and administrators, so undercover cops will no longer
be seen as the only solution.

Writing proficiency ...not!

How to pass a really, really dumb exam

theeeGraduationeeWeling Proieey
Exam
the bouncer at

Marino’s

a Liquid

“last call,” I actually

As \ drove through A

with a pack of

.

prvgibeame!

numbertwo pencils (which
I later found to

be

the ol

useless),
I wondered what

had in store for me:

eee
ere

wank

ee

I use a dictio-

a

strategy was to use as assortment
of h
words, a8 to confuse the mentally
chimpansees behind the GWPE:
:
"
to augment, thereby nul-

PS aN

Without eredence to her ill-kept void, I inquired as to other, more taunt, thresholds,

and was refused
as such.”

ball-point pens?” and even “Is this

highlighter
a ball poine pen?”
had my own worries.

eee

totale

to be a minorpeople with bad penmanship

What are natural resources
anyway?

Thad
a lot on my mind.
;
Being '
, 1 was careful
not to

Seeeeeeee rs

“ToThis exam is biased,” 1 informed my

who listened with the enthusisupervisor,

asm of a non-union enema nurse. “To do

OS eee

use commas like Magic Johnson (see photo)

pen?”.or,

’

know, but I can use them pretty damn effectively
when
I need to.

I fin
Ee
oa
glance at the test
guy sittingin
front
me, a forestry major. Fortunately
for me, he

part of a rare breed of humans who cannot
me with a nod and a fart.

and the
Finally
the exam was distributed
di

break, but he

*t come out of the stall

for a downward
spiral featuring a standard-

ized essay test four times a year for the next
millennium.
I pulled the dictionary out of
my pants and gave it to him and I think he ate
it.
Maybe these people I call chi
and mutes
are right. Maybe we do need a bit
a
ern
U.
we need to ) start
weeding all the illiterates out of society be-

_ fore they become serial killers or vice presidents.

Epilogue
to
yr

out my social security number and
of the A.LR, Center,
I discov-

for him, he
‘capital letters. U nfortunately

ered I passed the GWPE with a 17.
Seventeen, a prime number and the age

dictionary in my shorts so I could crush my

erwiseinglesemeaningless
tes. I kick

raed colitogh sad obs dad Tied oy
the first paragraph and was
my

Apparanty,
GWPE exam supervisors are

for example,“Do

teh ern bien

ship, I have two things going for me: I can

ofa huge conspiracyto keep minorities

waa

ee

out the dictionary that was crunchingmy

ip has been comparedto
cnnelsy ene ere
ber ever turning in assignments that weren
ences eieadaasiin
ae
dhe tach bec, ek pa

once. We may notknow it but sooner or later
we get fame, but not like in the TV show, I
mean, people see us because of it, unresponIs that
io
Vaeveponatbly??P
anything like
irresponsibly?
I tried to teach this poor guy
ee
in the men’s room. This guy was doomed

by
David Chrisman n
“Were we really supposed to bring

aed

nsenbenatnes
ere
*

this girl I know and even drew a picture. My

im Lunch

woke up and drove home without protest.

would be participating
in an exam
ee

eee
ens

testicles together to keep from laughing. He

for

wrote:

“Andy Warhol said everyone is famous

for 15 minutes because we all get famous

. Chrieman is 4 journation senior.

skippi
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Letters to the editor ¢>

American Studies will occupy a signifi-

_cant portion of the

3

The reporter
was inaccurate in

that the building is“... a tribute to Y

Indians.” While some of the architectural

elements of the

can space are i

ences the
desi
lage in Patrick’s

ing’s

Native Ameri-

to reflect influ-

saw at the Yurok vilPoint State Park, the ar-

including some sites in Hoopa.

as

The University
itself is located on Wi
:
land.
tribal
In fact, the Center for Native American
Studies is ‘a tribute to all Native Americans, particularly
those of the seven tribes

Hugo
A. Magafia
fisheries junior

wien

taka

ea

Punishing students

ties involving Native Americans from all

harshly does no good

over the continent.

" This is in response to Alicia Moore’s

letter in the April 24 issue of The LumberMoore makes some blanket statements

seems to think that punishment
is a deter-

rent to crime — that people need to foresee
negati ve consequences to their
sufficiently
actions in order to avoid engaging in “that

Ward oflehepsien.” Her iden lo patmoniaing
ae

People do not usually do

i

poses. Perhaps someone sells drugs because itis a source ofincome. Whether the

ents
studt
fromor
supp
With
so many
‘silane

hig

aaa

school
and college
ing

in

Arcata, it is hard to believe there is no

designated area to practice this glorious

ite the endless tickets and fines
that

streets,

op saan

De

ing

in the

tices what it believes is worthy
form of
recreation.
With thie kind of spirit and

dedication to the

in Arcata,
it would

be completely futile not to join effortein
you say, “Whereis this alleged

skate park that we have heard so much

There needs to be more of an effort on

the part of the students and skateboard:

SO

A=e aia ane

Wr geeas

| aes

toward this proposed skate park.WeWehene
come up with some really good ideas and
just need more members to help out.
Come check it out on Thursday,
in Si-

emens Hall room 117 at 7 p.m.

Daniel Wella
recreation administration senior

| Internet intrigue

Freedom of speech

free speech just for
you?

“The Lumberjack is anti-woman.” “The Lumberjack = pro-life.” These are

sam py

op

e-em

ag

Monday

night.

statements were directed at me as editor of The Lumberjack. Although I
don’t feel I should have to explain the whole freedom of speech issue, I will.
The First Amendment
tees and protects every U.S. citizen’s right to
express his or herself.
messages, anti-abortadsion
and pro-choice ads,all fall

Let me take this time to inform
sovatapol
icy wehurchon The

re
MEOXGU
LCO) 7 CM ATOLEG

runs all ads unless
they incite acts of violence. An ad is not part of the regular editorial content,

henner
a meen sccbaves) bepresstied. The Lumberjack is not
supporting,
advocating or representing any side of the abortion issue by running
thiad. I don’t control sho
ads. Ifa pro-choice group wunnedes buy an
ad in The
jack it would be allowed that opportunity.

jack

bars The rest of the $113,000 is raised by student ad representatives. The
jack is not a product of university funding.)
Allow me to clarify the fact that J am a woman and as a woman and a journalist
I hold the First Amendment in very high regard. My opinion on the abortio
issue
n
is not the point here. Those who know me personally and take the time to talk with
me instead of anonymou
attacking sly
me know my views.

the Health oa

cee

It seems

rights— are they absolute?
Can I start a
company that makes burning toxic waste
a trade secret, then copyright the procedure and make
sign a contract not to tell anyone? If Canadian
residents were in the line ofsmoke, would

their government be

like abortion, don’t have one.”

obli

to protect

U.S. copyright
laws on the Internet?
Can a tax

says someting ine don'tike
overit! Reorganize Students For Choice. Speak
at open mic on the University Center Quad or run your own ad.
:
_I do believe there is a pro-choice slogan that goes something like, “If you don’t

have trade aaa

organization

What would

thei

function be for a non-profit
organization?

,

Scientologists
the
anu hadoteediod

I have a slogan of my own: “If you don’t like the ad, don’t read it.”
Marolyn Krasner is a journalism senior and as of
today has completed her semester as editor in chief.

(suest
Ohwen
“

thorities today by not paying for lawsuits they have lost.
In Portland, Ore.,a$39 millionjudgment against Scientology was declared

after a mistrial. The cult then flooded
the town with flyers and other public
relation tactics.
ernment
not been able to stop the crimi-

to manipulate and control critics dn a

cludecommercial
trade secrets and copy-

don’t have a problem with freedom of speech unless someone

but not the cult’s leader, L. Ron
Hubbard; who eluded authorities until

Papers from the California Fishman
trial are available at http://www.xs4all.nl/

because no single entity has total control.
ions Scientology brings up in-

agrees with the distribution of condoms. Is that a reason to deny the ad? That is the
message I’m
geting from these ignorant chalk commentaries.
Is that the goal ofa
? To print what it wants and thr
away ow
anything
es
answer is obvious. That is not the way this country
‘a
:

Some Scientologists were sent to jail,

nal cult?” Scientologists
have been able

pression is most protected on the Internet

Awareness Week? You know, not everyone.

their tactics.

speech, press and assembly are a few.

you can see them from Europe. The

Thalesastlinianiaiiie cutee the most ieaportane dain to focus on is the ignorance

the group. Scientologists were
about to pull it off, but an FBI raid on
Scientology’s headquarters uncovered

One might ask, “Why has the gov-

global nature of the ’Net will challenge
nationalistic paradigms. Freedom of ex-

of those who say that not running the ad would have been theright thing
to do.
If The Lumberjack
didn’t run that ad, what would stop
us from denyin
ads from
g

ee
t

(Time magazine May 6, 1991) and is-

~fishman. They are not available in the
United States. Yet at the click ofa button

rece
from ives
student fees is only 7 perce
of its nt
annual

i )

he died. Scientology still eludes au-

sues it raises for the world. Freedomof

paid for just as any car, computer of travel agency ad would be paid for,
by the
advertiser. No student fees were used toward this ad. (Actutheally,
amount of

Column

Today trade secrets, copyrights and
the words of Scientology's founder L.
Ron Hubbard, “never defend, always
attack” and “the purpose of a lawsuit is
to harass, not win”
the’Net. In
trying to silence the truth, Scientologyis
making more people aware of “The

Thriving Cult of Greed and Power”

Furthermore, The Lumberjack did not take any part in producing the ad. It was

money The

fe

nuclear holocaust.

newspapers around the country and The Lumberjack
had
.

ing press would be so important.
This topic allows for a rare opportunity to see the possible implications of
the Internet before they are realized. The
-of the Cold War to protect ideas and
allow communication in the event of a

You have every rightto express what you feel all over the grounds of this campus,
thatis your freedom. The Human Life Alliance has every right to print what it wants

everyright to run

(guest

idea of the "Net was created at the height

under the protection of that beloved amendment.

and buy boy in

Why should someone who does not
use the Internet be 1
st
Scientology or scamizdat (a term borrowed from underground publishing in
the former Soviet Union)? It may be
to asking the illiterate
masses
in the time of Gutenberg why the print-

Column
or

eae Pee ee rene pecen

national level. It is unlikely they will be
able to win in the long run
aginst a
Global Information Network. Itisironic
that a cult who claims to be for free
thought and does the opposite may be

the topic ofa discussion which leads to

free speech
For this,
the Internet
out tyrants

around the world.
thank Scientology for giving
meaning, the ability
to flush
around the world like the

printing press has never known. To
find out how this has been done check
the World Wide Web yourself. Ron
Newman’s page is excellent; http://
www.cybercom.com/~rnewman/
scientology/home.html.
You

can also do a search on

i
. It is an excellent way to
reduce apathy, the only true challenge
to freedom on and off the ’Net. The

birth of global brains has already begun. The next step is to contact James
Burke sohe can show even more people

'

CLASSIFIED
$1750

CALIFORNIA
STATE STUDENT
ASSOcIiATIO-N
REPRESENTATIVE FOR 199697—$1200 per year stipend.
Associated

Students

WEEKLY

POSSIBLE

our circulars. For info call

301

1207.

$500in6

.

oe

day — Greate,— Raise

clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,
easy —

ALASKA

EMPLOYMENT—

000s
indy,
Students Eamupts $000-906e
Traneporaton

FOR

AEN}

sane or
ar tele,

oer 971-3510
ext A60473.

se

no financial obligation

(800) 862-1962
ext. 33.

EXPLOSIVE GROWTH!
Make
great money wherever
you pian to
spend
your summer
with
environmental
company

TWO PUBLIC RELATIONS
COORDINATOR POSITIONS

as

elections

pert

00,

FO.

a

travel,
0818

SUMMER SUBLET WANTED by

Califomia, and the U.S. We are
seeking positive,
ecologically

life, en

yrs.
boa
—

responsible couple (one HSU
Oren
ee
ere:

energetic,

year
carpentry | experience—will
¢
consider work exchange, 839counselors;
instructors:
horseback
canoe/row/crafte/mt.

commissioners.

Desire students with a strong
interest
in student affairs. Contact
Frieda Ravasco, A.S. President,

§10-

826-5415. Application deadline:
Friday,
May 3.

YARD

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

SALE

Eam up to $2000+/month
working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206971-3550 ext. C60473.
Se
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages
required.
For

information call (206) 971-3570
ext. J60473.

available woridwide (Hawaii,
Mexico,
Caribbean,
etc.).
Waitstaff,
, SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and
more.
Call
Resort
Employment
Services 1-206-9713600 Ext.R60472.

;

a)

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 billion in public and private
sector grants & scholarships now

available. All students
are eligible.
Let us help.

YARD SALE MAY 4-5 AT Sam.
On Wysteria in Arcata. Money
goes to the Food Endeavor.
Please
no early birds.

For more info. call

SEA

KAYAK,

SAILING

LESSONS. Full moon and high
tide kayak events
$20. Used sea
kayaks,

new

parts

and

'128PD

TAROT,
ASTROLOGY,
NUMEROLOGY READINGS.

RESOLVE

THOSE

QUESTIONS!

relieves tension.
sees
ipatewipe bese ys ky
caring
human contact. Foot-Reflexology.
Reidun Olsson CMP 822-7247.

BURNING

25

years

GIRL'S BIKE in good

MACS,

FOR THE MASSES! Macintosh
consulting
& repair. Used Macs
bought & sold. Jim Elferdink,
6773421.

TANDY
1000 COMPUTER.
Excellent for word processing,
interneting.
Modem, wordprocessing program, printer
included. IBM
. $100

BUD's MINI STORAGE HAS
YOUR SIZE—6torage
that is!
Available
now 4x6 to
10x10. Avoid
the rush; reserve yours now. Cail
for detalis! 822-8511.

5621.

LIGHTNING TYPING

experience. $30
per hour. Salina
Rain 443-1912.
accepted.

Visa/MC

NOTICES
REDWOOD RAINBOW FAMILY
MONTHLY PICNIC. Going
to this
Summer's
25th
Rainbow

What can you do to get
300,000 miles out of your car?

for all, $75 computer only, 622-

SKIS—DYNASTAR 175'S, new
Salomon boots (women's
size 7),
Tyrolia 420 bindings and

term-papers,
book reports, thesis,
business cards. All papers done

.

Whole package for $25 OBC, Call
Jen at 825-8790.

Practice.

AUTO WELLNESS

STEREO
WITH CD PLAYER, dua!

AIR, an

Hall, 11th
& J, Sat.

Sun. May 5, 1-Spm.
Arcata Food Endeavor
with a can
of Tuna or your donation of food.

Our Systems Managed Care Program,
using factory parts, dramatically increases

MACS, MACS, MACS

condition w/seat pad; mini
refrigerator 3 1/2' x 2'. Prices
+
emai
sais aii

and rechargeable batteries $80.
822-3663.

fast and efficiently. Call 825-8136.
Extra services available—binding,
color laser prints.
RON'S STEREO SERVICE, 2000
Broadway, Eureka, 443-7661.
Free estimates. Car stereo repair,
1-2 day service possible. Recycled
"aaa
a aca Buy-sell-

performance and longevity.
Factory trained technician for
HONDA ¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul
*Fuel Injection Diagnosise

* Place ads at University Ticket Office, Neleon Hall East

For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available! -

822-2596

$13 J =e

fa

Arcata

I

\

* $6 for 25 words. Student discount (just $2 for 25 words)
© Deadline: 4 p.m. on the Friday before Wednesday publication

Alan Hunter
Master Technician

ah ical wc cane

kK

Ara
F

Yo
a

A

2

ee
Bee

SCORT

Se

ite

ee

Le

SERVICE

Soe

sion is $8, $6 students and seniors.
Advance

reservations are re-

quested
at 826-7619.
e The 2 Left Feed Dance

Picks of the Week

ee

Arcata City

en
i
Jason Kohn
Ki Seg

235 p.m. Saturday in the Founders Hall Green and Gold Room.
Items to be discussed include “how to get your problems
solved,” “how the city works,” and “who makes which

Owen’s experiences
as teachers in H

held 6:30-8 p.m.Thursday in

decisi
and ons
when.” 441-9776.

Redway. Advance
tickets, $18, are advised. 9234599.

e Jazz Saxophonist Sonny
Rollins performs
8 p.m. Saturday
at Van Duzer Theatre. Tickets are
$22, $16 students and seniors.
826-3928.

p-m.

celebrities

“Comet Shoemaker-Levy Impact on Jupiter,” a free talk

of the Redwoods. The 16th annual

presentations of student and faculty papers, will occur all day

Saturday. Admission for the day’s events is $7, $3 students. For

vices, embarks on

more informcallati
445-68
on31.

| caida Caiitipianl tached.

o
Take o
Back the Night, the fifth annual rally and march

eo
.

Luba, amass based on African folk

vary; expect to arrive by 9 p.m.

Cover charges average $4-5. 822-

Social Science Resources,”
a free
demonstration
of Internetand elec-

© A Trinity Riverrtrip,
aft
ben-

King,”

“Oedipus

the

aplay drawing upon

mission is $5. 822-8087.

_—e “Ail in the Timing,” a “sosth

™ comedic play, runs

§:15p.m. Thursdays

Sun-

day, Friday and Saturday in the days until May 11 at the Ferndale
Gist Hall Theatre. Admission is
$3.50, $2.50 for students and se-

Wildae ual Spring
Se a

flower Show runs Friday,
day and Sunday
in the board room r
of the Humboldt
County Office of
Education
in Eureka. Native flowers and speakers are featured.
Ad-

ry Theatre. Tickets are $610, 725-BEST.

nior citizens are free. 826-5493.

tronic resources, willbe held 7-

8:30 p.m. Thursday in Founders
Hall 118,
by volunteers

from the HSU Library.

STGTE
OL ets ae St
‘CALL

al

POR

e A May Day celebration
will

John

Arrow

Travoita

Christian Slater

luck will be had. 826-3551.

© Trail Workday, a gathering

sponsored
by the city of Arcata

maintain trails in the Arcata Community Forest,
will get to work 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday. Meet at
9:45.a.m.
at City Hall foracarpool.

Rumble in the
ronx
Jackie Chan

Jule hovers

Ma
John Malkovich

ION

stots

|

BRAIN CANDY »

CALL

FOR

|Dally |

DATES

Primal

Shove

up

7a
§

TIMES

Gere

this.——™~

your
mind

“Me

PERE
RRR
EE

Pom

Olea

nares

TORR RRR RRR

Se

&

Fear

Richard

ter. Tickets are $5, $4 for children.
442-1533.
.
e “What Happened,” a cometer Buckley,
runs 7:30p.m. Friday
atthe Arcata Lutheran Churchasa

with large drink

Broken

Manila Dunes Community Cen-

dic look at life experiences by Pe-

DATES
& TIMES

Free refit

e “The Wise Men of Chelm,” a

play based on a Jewish folk tale,
runs 7:30 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays and 2 p.m. Saturdays and
through May 12 at the

coe

mission is free. 768-3287.

through Saturday at the Old
Creamery Dancenter. A 2 p.m.
matinee will be held Sunday. Ad-

Sophocles’ and Seneca’s versions

ofaclassictale,runs8p.m.Thurs-

Cost is

$40, or $100 for three people

|

Project performs solo and group
dances 8:30 p.m. Thursday

Joyride '“
Saturday and
Kachimbo
on Sunday. Show times

“3

requested

efiting Youth Educational Ser-

the HSU Bookstore with musicians, speakers and a
self-defense demonstration. A march to the Arcata Plaza —
follows. For more information call 826-4216.

© The Jambalaya hosts Earl

¢ “Internet A La Carte: Government Documents/Political/

Meeting of the Association of North Bay Scientists, with

protesting violence against women, starts 7 ~~ Saturday at

melodies
and the Singers will performa varied
Tickets are
$4 general, $2 students and seniors. 826-3928.
¢ The South African world beat
of Spear hits Club West 9 p.m.
Monday. Admission is $7. 444CLUB.
¢ Café Mokka hosts Word of
Mouth 8:30 p.m. Friday. Nocover
charge. 822-2228.

tery ef the HSU tasaok dae

rT donation is
by Carolyn and Eugene Shoemaker, will be given 7:30 p.m. || 4,05
omen
#
at the College

Stage

» will be

ulholiand
Nick

Noite

Sunset

|

Rhea

The

SPRING AQUATICS

Park

Periman

Substitute

Late

Activities

Falis

Shows

The

Only

Craft

© 1588

reat White

Celtic Pride
Matinees

r bikes available

St. (two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

Oiny

7 re are

PRIVATE

OUTDOOR

HOT

TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL

OY a

SAUNA

Sir

CABINS

¢ INTERNATIONAL

MACS.

NEWSPAPERS

e JUICE BAR

a=
irra
Verb peels

|

_ OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS |
Su
- Thur
n s: noon
to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to | am.
© GIFT CERTIFICATES AUAILABLE

